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The Impact of Organic Aerosol Volatility on Particle Microphysics  
and Global Climate 
Yuchao Gao 
Atmospheric aerosols are tiny particles suspended in the atmosphere. They affect global 
air quality, public health and climate (Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013; Seinfeld and Pandis, 
2016), thus playing a key role in the Earth system.  However, due to the complexity of aerosol 
processes and climate change feedbacks, our understanding of aerosols in a changing world is still 
limited (Boucher et al., 2013). To understand the impact of organic aerosol volatility on particle 
microphysics and global climate, I developed a new aerosol microphysics scheme, MATRIX-VBS, 
and its evaluation and application are presented in this dissertation.  
MATRIX-VBS couples the volatility-basis set (VBS, Donahue et al., 2006) framework 
with the aerosol microphysical scheme MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol TRacker of mIXing 
state, Bauer et al., 2008) that resolves aerosol mass and number concentrations, size, and mixing 
state. With the inclusion of organic partitioning and photochemical aging of semi-volatile organic 
aerosols, aerosols are able to grow via organic condensation, a process previously not available in 
the original model MATRIX, where organic aerosols were treated as nonvolatile. Both MATRIX 
and MATRIX-VBS can be used as stand-alone box models or within a global model. After the 
development of MATRIX-VBS in the box model framework, both model’s simulations were 
performed and assessed on the box and global scales. 
 	
On the box model scale, idealized experiments were designed to simulate different 
environments, clean, polluted, urban, and rural. I investigated the evolution of organic aerosol 
mass concentration and volatility distribution among gas and aerosol phases, and results show that 
semi-volatile primary organic aerosols evaporate almost completely in the intermediate-volatility 
range and stay in the particle phase in the low volatility range. I also concluded that the volatility 
distribution of organics relies on emission, oxidation, and temperature, and the inclusion of organic 
aerosol volatility changes aerosol mixing state. Comparing against parallel simulations with the 
original model MATRIX, which treats organic aerosols as nonvolatile, I assessed the effect of gas-
particle partitioning and photochemical aging of semi-volatile organics on particle growth, 
composition, size distribution and mixing state. Results also show that the new model produces 
different mixing states, increased number concentrations and decreased aerosol sizes for organic-
containing aerosol populations. 
Monte-Carlo type experiments were performed and they offered a more in-depth look at 
the impact of organic aerosol volatility on activated number concentration, which is the number 
concentration of aerosols that are activated but has not yet formed into a cloud droplet. By testing 
multiple parameters such as aerosol composition, mass concentration and number concentration, 
as well as particle size, I examined the impact of partitioning organic aerosols on activated aerosol 
number concentration. I found that the new model MATRIX-VBS produces fewer activated 
particles compared to the original model MATRIX, except in environments with low cloud 
updrafts, in clean regions at above freezing temperatures, and in polluted areas at high temperature 
(310K) and extremely low humidity conditions. I concluded that such change is caused by the 
differences in aerosol number concentration and size between the two models, which would 
determine how many particles could activate. 
 	
On the global scale, MATRIX-VBS was implemented in the NASA GISS ModelE Earth 
systems model. I assessed and evaluated the new model by comparing aerosol mass and number 
concentrations, activated cloud number concentration, and AOD against output from the original 
MATRIX model. Further, I evaluate the two models against observations of organic aerosol mass 
concentration from the aircraft campaign ATom (Atmospheric Tomography Mission), and aerosol 
optical depth from ground measurement stations from AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) as 
well as satellite retrievals from MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and 
CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations).  
Results show that organics in MATRIX-VBS experience more distant long-range transport, 
and their mass concentration increase aloft and decrease at the surface as compared to those in 
MATRIX. There are still underestimations in the vertical profiles of mass concentration in both 
models, especially in the high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and South Pacific Ocean basin, 
possibly due to the application of universal distribution of mass-based emission factors among 
different volatilities that perhaps is not realistic in all climate zones, thus affecting organic aerosol 
lifetime and transport. Just as the box model results, there are more particles and generally more 
activated ones (except for rare cases such as the highly polluted Eastern China) in MATRIX-VBS 
than in MATRIX. As for AOD comparisons, MATRIX-VBS have generally lower AOD than 
MATRIX, which can be due to smaller aerosols and different aerosol composition in the new 
model, which is also underestimating biomass burning in the Amazon and Congo basins. 
Compared to satellite retrievals from MODIS and ground measurements from AERONET, both 
models overestimate aerosol optical depth over anthropogenic polluted regions and biomass 
regions such as central Africa. Overall, both models also underestimate AOD as compared to 
AERONET in the winter (DJF), whereas they generally overestimate or estimate it well in other 
seasons.  
 	
Even though during its initial evaluation, MATRIX-VBS does not seem to have improved 
from MATRIX on the global scale in representing the real world, it made the first key step in 
improving our understanding of organic aerosols on the process level. Changes in mass, number 
concentration, size distribution, and mixing state (composition) have great implications and impact 
on climate. Further studies are needed in examining and improving factors linked to the new 
representation of semi-volatiles in an aerosol microphysics model, including but not limited to the 
treatment of mass-based emission factor distribution among different organic volatilities and the 
size distribution of tiny organic particles that have evaporated but not completely. Challenges in 
evaluations of organic aerosol against measurements remain in that remote regions of significant 
interest lack available measurements, and additional field campaigns will be important for us to 
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1.1 Aerosol basics 
The atmosphere consists of the anthroposphere, the part of the environment that is 
inhabited and impacted by humans, and the natural biosphere, the part of the environment occupied 
by other natural living organisms, which is also influenced by anthropogenic activity. Sources 
from the two spheres emit both gases and particles. These emitted particles are also called aerosols, 
which are defined as liquid or solid particles suspended in air (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). 
Aerosols influence human lives in many ways, most notably their effects on air quality and 
climate. In epidemiology, particulate matter can cause harm to our cardiovascular and respiratory 
systems, and they are particularly damaging, even deadly, to patients with heart and lung 
complications (Dockery et al., 1993; Samet et al., 2000; Wichmann and Peters, 2000; Stieb et al., 
2002). Aside from health impacts, aerosols adversely influence air quality by scattering light, 
creating haze, thus reducing visibility in both urban areas and remote regions (Cabada et al., 2004). 
Additionally, aerosols can also act as an agent in acid and nutrient depositions in the 
biogeochemical cycles of our ecosystems (Boucher et al., 2013; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). Lastly, 
and most relevant to this work, aerosols influence climate directly by absorbing and scattering 
solar radiation (aerosol–radiation interactions; Charlson et al., 1992) and indirectly by impacting 






clouds (aerosol–cloud interactions, Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989), which alters cloud 
microphysics by activating and acting as seeds for cloud formation (Myhre et al., 2013; Seinfeld 
and Pandis, 2016).  
Sources of aerosols can be natural or anthropogenic in origin and deliver aerosols in two 
pathways: primary, which means direct emissions of particles, or secondary, which means 
formation from the oxidation of gaseous precursors (Boucher et al., 2013; Seinfeld and Pandis, 
2016). Natural aerosols include, for instance, mineral dust, black carbon, and organic aerosols from 
biomass burning, volcanic aerosols from volcanic eruptions, biogenic organics from trees, seasalt 
from sea spray. Man-made aerosols from anthropogenic sources include, primary emissions of 
black carbon and organic aerosol from fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning in agricultural 
practices (Rogge et al., 1993), as well as secondary formation of sulfates, nitrates, and organics 
from the oxidation of their precursor gases (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016).  
1.2 Aerosol microphysics and mixing state 
Not all aerosol precursor gases get oxidized, some form gas clusters and nucleate to form 
particles directly (Aitken, 1897; Kulmala et al., 2004). For the scope of this dissertation, I am not 
investigating the formation of particles known as nucleation (Figure 1.1a) but diving deep with the 
growth of particles via condensation (Figure 1.1b), when gases are deposited onto particles, and 
coagulation (Figure 1.1c), when particles collide with each other to form a bigger particle (Seinfeld 
and Pandis, 2016). These processes, the formation and growth of aerosols, are collectively called 
aerosol microphysics. It is of vital importance to understand aerosol growth mechanisms, since it 
affects the chemical composition and microphysical properties, such as size, composition, 
hygroscopicity, scattering and absorption of particles and in turn affects how they interact with 






climate, via cloud activation or interacting with solar radiation. To advance our understanding of 
these processes in the climate system, we need to investigate how to accurately represent the 
microphysical processes in global climate systems. 
 
Figure 1.1 Illustrations of aerosol microphysics: formation via nucleation (a), growth via 
condensation (b) and coagulation (c), and growth via both condensation and coagulation (d). 
When we look at aerosols under the microscope, every single aerosol takes different shape 
and size. Measurements have shown great variation in aerosol composition (Schwarz et al. 2008; 
Moffet et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2013; Healy et al. 2014). However, resolving single particle 
composition in large-scale chemical transport or climate models is not feasible (primarily due to 
expensive computations), and as an alternative, models resolve aerosol mixing state as simple 
representations of particle composition (Fierce et al., 2014). Mixing state describes the mean 
chemical composition of different aerosol populations, how much of each chemical specie is 
present in a representative aerosol mixture. The components that make up an aerosol population 
influence the overall aerosol radiative effect because each component can have different radiative 
effects. For instance, an aerosol population that contains mostly light-scattering components can 
have a cooling effect on the climate, and those that contain light-absorbing components can have 
a warming effect on the climate (Fierce et al., 2014). 






The chemical composition, size distribution, and mixing state of aerosols both directly 
affect their optical properties, such as scattering, absorption and extinction coefficients (Boucher 
et al., 2013), and indirectly affect their hygroscopicity. Aerosol activation as CCN is vital to the 
evolution and microphysics of clouds (Reutter et al., 2009). However, with the large discrepancy 
between measurements and models, there is large uncertainty in the CCN and cloud droplet 
number concentration (CDNC) calculated in models. Furthermore, the relationship between 
aerosol mixing state and cloud microphysical properties leads to even more uncertainties in 
aerosol-cloud interactions and climate impact (Ghan et al., 1998; McFiggans et al., 2006; Ervens 
et al., 2007; Gibson et al., 2007; Medina et al., 2007; Cubison et al., 2008; Anttila, 2010). 
An increasing number of aerosol schemes have been developed to resolve the microphysics 
of aerosols. Models also track the evolution of aerosol size distribution, and they are usually sorted 
into two types: sectional and modal (Mann et al., 2014). Sectional models simulate particles in 
different size bins and assume that within each bin, the composition of particles is the same, and 
they have been used on both regional and global scales (e.g., Wexler et al., 1994; Jacobson, 1997a, 
b; Lurmann et al., 1997; Jacobson, 2001; Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Spracklen et al., 2005; Yu 
and Luo, 2009; Lee and Adams, 2010; Bergman et al., 2012). Most modal models sort particles by 
size regimes (e.g. Aitken mode, accumulation mode and coarse mode), without differentiating 
composition of particles (e.g., Ghan et al., 2001a, b). The modal model used in this dissertation, 
on the other hand, includes aerosol mixing state; it simulates different modes (or populations), and 
assumes that within each mode, the composition of particles is the same (Bauer et al., 2008). Modal 
schemes have also been implemented both regionally and globally (e.g. Binkowski and Shankar, 
1995; Ghan et al., 2001a, b; Wilson et al., 2001; Stier et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005, 2012; Bauer et 
al., 2008; Mann et al., 2010; Aan de Brugh et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012; Bellouin et al., 2013). 






By simulating the evolution of aerosol size distribution, microphysics models are able to determine 
aerosol optical properties and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations, thus representing 
aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions based on key aerosol processes (Mann et al., 
2014).   
The aerosol microphysics model used in this study is MATRIX (Multiconfiguration 
Aerosol TRacker of mIXing state, Bauer et al., 2008), which resolves aerosol microphysical 
processes that include new particle formation, condensation and coagulation, as well as their 
mixing state and size distribution. MATRIX offers up to 18 different aerosol populations, or modes. 
Each aerosol population is defined by their mixing state, and their number concentration and mass 
concentration are tracked as tracers. For mass concentration, each aerosol population is tracked by 
their composition of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, aerosol water, black carbon, organic carbon, 
mineral dust, and sea salt. Note that all aerosol populations include sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, 
aerosol water, and populations are defined by their other major component(s). Aerosol populations 
may be primary (from particle emissions), secondary (from coagulation among primary aerosol 
populations or condensation of gaseous components onto primary particles), or mixed (for particles 
that do not belong to primary or secondary populations). When particles from two populations 
coagulate to form a particle that does not match the mixing state of the parent populations, the 
particle is placed into a new population that describes its mixing state or the mixed population. 
MATRIX can be used both as a standalone box model and within the NASA GISS 
ModelE2 Earth System Model. GISS ModelE has been used extensively in aerosol and climate 
related studies: climate forcing (Hansen et al., 2005), CMIP5 historical (Miller et al., 2014a), 
present day (Schmidt et al., 2014), and future (Nazarenko et al., 2015) climate simulations, as well 






as atmospheric composition and its effect on climate (Bauer et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011; Menon 
and Rotstayn, 2006; Miller et al., 2014b; Shindell et al., 2007; Tsigaridis et al., 2013).  
 
Figure 1.2 Simple schematic of the coagulation process among some aerosol populations in 
MATRIX, note that all aerosol populations can include sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and aerosol 
water. 
The original MATRIX scheme (Bauer et al., 2008) treats organic aerosols as non-volatile. 
Particles can only grow, not contract over time, via coagulation with other aerosols or condensation 
of secondary inorganic aerosols. Descriptions of the aerosol populations in MATRIX are listed in 
Table 2.1. Illustrated in Figure 1.2 (just showing a subsection of populations for illustration), the 
emitted organics aerosols are represented in population OCC, and via coagulation with black 
carbon population BC1 or BC2, it can become a new population BOC, which is a mixture of black 






carbon and organics. Via coagulation with the accumulation sulfate population ACC, organics 
from OCC population can become population OCS, which is a mixture of organics and sulfate. 
Similarly, BC1 and ACC can coagulate to form BCS, which is a mixture of black carbon and 
sulfate. All aerosol population can receive coatings via condensation. A new population can also 
be formed if condensational processes change mixing state (e.g., BC1 to BC2, DD1 to DS1, AKK 
to ACC, etc.).  Any aerosol mixture that does not fall into any aerosol population description, 
which will be thoroughly shown in Chapter 2, will be sorted into MXX, the “end-zone” population. 
1.3 Organic aerosol and its volatility 
To examine the composition of fine atmospheric particles, Zhang et al. (2007) performed 
a comprehensive study measuring fine aerosols in three different types of environments: urban, 
urban downwind and remote regions. Their study showed that organic aerosols are ubiquitous and 
a major component of the atmosphere. Jimenez et al. (2009) took a step further in investigating 
these measurement data, they examined the evolution of the organics and sorted organic aerosols 
into categories based on their oxidation state and volatility. They found that the more aged the 
organics are, they more oxidized and less volatile they are.  
Organic volatility describes the tendency of an organic compound to vaporize and is related 
to the compound’s vapor pressure, which is the pressure at which its condensed phase is in 
equilibrium with its gas phase. At a given temperature, a compound with a higher vapor pressure 
(more volatile) tend to evaporate more readily than one with a lower vapor pressure (less volatile). 
The most volatile organics are in the gas phase. They include aromatic compounds from 
anthropogenic sources (Odum et al., 1996, 1997), hydrocarbons such as monoterpenes (Hoffmann 
et al., 1997) and isoprene (Kanakidou et al., 2005) from biogenic sources, and other volatile 






organic compounds (VOCs) from vegetation (Griffin et al., 1999). These gas phase organics are 
precursors to secondary organic aerosols and can be oxidized in the atmosphere (Shrivastava et al., 
2017; Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2018). As the volatility of these organics change, they can 
partition between the gas and particle phase. Depending on how volatile they are, organic particles 
and these oxidized organic gases can condense onto other particles or evaporate from other 
particles. 
Under steady state, during which the number of evaporating and condensing molecules per 
unit time is the same, dynamic equilibrium is reached and the equilibrium vapor pressure depends 
solely on temperature. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation describe the relationship between vapor 





𝑇/ + 𝐶 
which calculates the enthalpy of vaporization from measured vapor pressures at different 
temperatures. The phase partitioning thermodynamics of semi-volatile organic aerosols has been 
discussed in past studies (Pankow, 1994; Odum et al., 1996; Marcolli et al., 2004; Donahue et al., 
2006). By converting an organic compound’s saturation vapor pressure into mass concentration 
units and multiplying the inverse of the partition coefficient (Kp,i = 1/Ci*) , they are able to show 
its effective saturation concentration Ci*. For the total organics in the condensed and vapor phases, 
the equilibrium fraction ξi of a compound in the condensed phase can then be expressed as  






where COA is the total concentration of the condensed-phase organic aerosol. With this equation, 
when Ci* = 10 * COA, there will be ~10% of condensed-phase organics, and when Ci* = 0.1 * COA, 
there will be ~90% of condensed-phase organics. 







Figure 1.3 Illustration of the volatility-basis set (VBS).  
Using an empirical approach based on the phase partitioning thermodynamics theory, 
Donahue et al. (2006) created the volatility-basis set (VBS). As illustrated in Figure 1.3, as they 
are emitted (blue arrows), organics are separated logarithmically into 9 bins based on their 
saturation concentration, and they can partition between the gas phase (notated as “Gas”) and the 
aerosol phase (notated as “Aer”) within their volatility bin. The gas from each bin can become 
oxidized by OH radicals, and their volatility can decrease. As their volatility decreases, they can 
move to a lower volatility bin to the left (yellow arrows) and partition in the new bin. From right 
to left, we follow the evolution of organic aerosols, they become more oxidized and less volatile. 
Based on their volatility, organics are also grouped into low-volatility, semi-volatile, intermediate-
volatility and high-volatility groups as shown in Figure 1.3.  
VBS is useful in improving organic aerosol representation in climate models, especially 
since measurements show that organic aerosols are underestimated in models (Tsigaridis et al., 
2014). Measurements imply that missing sources of secondary organic aerosols are the main cause 
of this underestimation, and aerosol formation rates, especially those for organic aerosols, should 
be at least an order of magnitude higher in models, especially aloft (Heald et al., 2005; Volkamer 
et al., 2006; Hodzic et al., 2010; Spracklen et al., 2011). Robinson et al. (2007) suggested that 






including semi-volatile primary organic aerosols (POA) and the intermediate volatility organic 
compounds (IVOC) as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) precursors may help bridge the observed 
gap.  
Recent studies used VBS to fill this gap and included semi-volatile organic aerosols in their 
regional or global models (Lane et al., 2008; Shrivastava et al., 2008; Murphy and Pandis, 2009; 
Hodzic et al., 2010, 2016; Pye and Seinfeld, 2010; Tsimpidi et al., 2010, 2011, 2014, 2018; Jathar 
et al., 2011; Ahmadov et al., 2012; Athanasopoulou et al., 2013; Jo et al., 2013; Koo et al., 2014; 
Fountoukis et al., 2014; Ciarelli et al., 2017). However, the large number of tracers in VBS still 
makes it difficult to be implemented in a model. Donahue et al. (2011, 2012) introduced the two-
dimensional VBS by adding the degree of oxidation of the organic compounds as an additional 
parameterized property, in addition to volatility. This new development created even more tracers 
to track, making the new approach extremely complex and difficult to implement in a global 
climate model. Nevertheless, VBS still helps our understanding of organic aerosols, since the 
organic matter to organic carbon ratio varies significantly in time and space (Turpin and Lim, 
2001), a factor that most models currently overlook (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). Additionally, when 
semi-volatiles organics are included in models, they modify CCN formation rates (Petters et al., 
2006; Riipenen et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2015) and particle hygroscopicity (Petters and 
Kreidenweis, 2007), as well as bulk aerosol mass, composition and size distribution. 
1.4 Relating organic volatility to aerosol microphysics 
The volatility of organic aerosols is not solely important for the bulk aerosol mass 
formation. Organic aerosols of different volatility contribute to the growth of particles differently 
depending on the size of the particles. This is where the chemistry part and the microphysics part 






of my study meet: the larger the aerosol, the greater volatility ranges of organics it can take for 
condensation (Pierce et al., 2011; Yu, 2011). The condensation of high volatility organics is only 
important for large particles, but as the volatility of the organics decrease, the size range of particles 
that they can condense on increases, and low volatility organic compounds can condense on 
virtually all aerosol sizes. This phenomenon changes the aerosol chemical composition, number 
concentration, as well as CCN formation rates, thus affecting the size distribution of aerosols and 
their impact on climate (Paasonen et al., 2013).  
However, the impact of organic partitioning on aerosols of different sizes as well as the 
impact of organic volatility on aerosol microphysics remain uncertain and unexplored. Given the 
ubiquitous presence of organic aerosols in the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009), 
and the increasing amounts of organic aerosol precursor vapors emitted in to the atmosphere in the 
future due to climate change (Sanderson et al., 2003; Kanakidou et al., 2005), it is essential that 
we include organic volatility and the partitioning process in our aerosol models, so that we can 
better understand their impacts on aerosol microphysics and climate. 
To accomplish this goal, I developed a model called MATRIX-VBS, first of its kind to 
include representation of semi-volatile organics in an aerosol microphysical model, MATRIX. As 
VBS is coupled to MATRIX, the representation of organic aerosols is unique and more 
complicated. Organics in MATRIX-VBS are treated as semi-volatile and represented as VBS 
tracers, allowing them to condense and evaporate. Now particles can not only grow via coagulation 
and inorganic condensation, but also organic condensation (Figure 1.4), and this will be described 
and discussed thoroughly in Chapter 2. MATRIX-VBS is conveniently set up to be used as both a 
box model or a module within a global model. The improvement on the model makes it the most 






sophisticated organic aerosol microphysics model of all the CMIP-class models, change the way 
organic aerosols are simulated on the global scale and their impact on particle microphysics and 
the climate system. 
 
Figure 1.4 Simple schematic of MATRIX-VBS, with the condensation of organics shown as nine 
organic VBS species condensed as grey outer circles. OCC has a semi-transparent yellow core 
because it is actually emitted as the VBS species that can serve as condensation medium for 
gaseous VBS species, represented by the grey outer circles. 
 






1.5 Applications on clouds and climate 
Aerosol particles facilitate the condensation of water vapor to form clouds droplets. The 
Köhler theory is widely used to describe the activation of deliquesced aerosol particle into a cloud 
droplet by expressing the equilibrium vapor pressure of a droplet with a given radius. The theory 
combines two competing effects: the solute effect or Raoult’s law, which describes the reduced 
equilibrium vapor pressure of a solution as compared to the saturation vapor pressure of pure water 
and depends on the inverse of the droplet radius cubed, and the curvature effect or Kelvin equation, 
which expresses that the equilibrium vapor pressure is greater over a curved droplet surface than 
over a flat surface and is inversely related to the droplet radius.  
By accounting for these effects, the Köhler theory governs the CCN activation and 
hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles as a function of supersaturation: for a given dry particle 
diameter, we can calculate the critical supersaturation, which is the minimum supersaturation 
required for activation, or for an aqueous droplet to grow into a cloud droplet. The Köhler equation 










where 𝐷* is the cloud droplet diameter, 𝑝> is the droplet water vapor pressure, 𝑝B is the saturation 
vapor pressure over a flat surface, 𝑀> is the molecular weight of water, 𝜎> is the droplet surface 
tension, 𝜌> is the density of water, 𝑛H is the moles of solute. 
Because the Köhler theory links equilibrium vapor pressure, which relates to volatility, and 
radius, which relates to aerosol microphysics in terms of size, the combination of organic volatility 






and aerosol microphysics has an impact on aerosol activation and clouds. To investigate the 
difference VBS would make for activated particle number concentration, I tried to answer an 
intriguing and probing question: “Can semi-volatile organic aerosols lead to fewer cloud 
particles?” Some global climate models use physically based aerosol activation schemes (e.g., 
Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005; Ming et al., 2006; Shipway and 
Abel, 2010), whose main governing parameters include aerosol number, size, hygroscopicity, 
updraft velocity, and critical supersaturation, to calculate CDNC. These governing parameters 
interact to activate particles, and Ghan et al. (1998) investigated the effect of sea salt particle on 
sulfate particle activation. They concluded that activated number concentration increases with 
increasing sea salt when sulfate is low and updraft is strong, and it decreases when sulfate is high 
and updraft is weak. This is due to a reduced maximum supersaturation, which introduced a 
competition effect between different aerosol types.  
Reutter et al. (2009) found that size distribution is a more important factor for CDNC than 
particle hygroscopicity, and they discovered that aerosol number concentration and updraft 
velocity determines different CCN activation and cloud droplet formation regimes. Additionally, 
measurements at continental locations have shown that, compared to chemical composition, the 
size of the CCN is more important, since bigger particles require a lower critical supersaturation 
and are more readily activated than smaller particles (Dusek et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2007). Yet 
other studies have found that chemical composition could be important for regions such as marine 
environments (Orellana et al., 2011; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011).    
In a changing world, anthropogenic actions, such as increased pollution emissions, as well 
as byproducts of anthropogenic actions, namely climate change, also influence aerosols. Physical 






(temperature, humidity, wind speed, precipitation, etc.), chemical (oxidant abundance), and 
biological changes (vegetation properties, etc.) derived from climate change drive changes in 
aerosols (Boucher et al., 2013). In turn, aerosol responds to climate change, creating a feedback 
loop to amplify or dampen the perturbation (Carslaw et al., 2010; Raes et al., 2010). Additionally, 
changes in aerosol concentration, life cycle, and properties from preindustrial times to present day 
conditions contribute to uncertainties in effective radiative forcing, from aerosol-radiation and 
aerosol-cloud interactions, which also leads to uncertainties in climate forcing (Shrivastava et al., 
2017). Further, aerosols’ effect on clouds and precipitation plays a major role in the uncertainties 
of net climate forcing, which makes it difficult for us to understand how anthropogenic activities 
affect the climate system and predict future changes (Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Stocker et al., 
2013; Seinfeld et al., 2016). Studies agree that aerosols and their precursors’ concentrations, 
emissions and properties can respond to climate change significantly, however, they cannot agree 
on its magnitude and sign, making aerosol radiative forcing highly uncertain (Boucher et al., 2013). 
Therefore, in order to reduce uncertainties in our projections of future changes in climate, it is 
essential that we improve models to better quantify aerosol properties (Andreae et al., 2005) and 
vital for us to investigate aerosols on the process level to better understand its evolution and impact 
on climate. 
  This dissertation follows my journey from the development of the box model in the first 
study (Chapter 2) to the evaluation of its performance in a global model in the last study (Chapter 
4). Each study, or chapter, has a detailed introduction which includes more elaborate motivation 
and will not be repeated here. The storyline is linear yet distinctively divided in scale: from 
development and idealized experiments in the box model framework to implementation and 
evaluations on the global scale. Therefore, it is divided into Part I box modeling and Part II global 
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MATRIX-VBS (v1.0):  
implementing an evolving organic aerosol volatility in 
an aerosol microphysics model 
Abstract 
The gas-particle partitioning and chemical aging of semi-volatile organic aerosol are 
presented in a newly developed box model scheme, where its effect on the growth, composition 
and mixing state of particles is examined. The volatility-basis set (VBS) framework is 
implemented into the aerosol microphysical scheme MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol 
Tracker of mIXing state), which resolves mass and number aerosol concentrations and in multiple 
mixing-state classes. The new scheme, MATRIX-VBS, has the potential to significantly advance 
the representation of organic aerosols in Earth system models by improving upon the conventional 
representation as non-volatile particulate organic matter, often also with an assumed fixed size 
distribution. We present results from idealized cases representing Beijing, Mexico City, a Finnish 
forest, and a Southeast U.S. forest, and investigate the evolution of mass concentrations and 
volatility distributions for organic species across the gas and particle phases, as well as assessing 
their mixing state among aerosol populations. Emitted semi-volatile primary organic aerosols 




evaporate almost completely in the intermediate-volatility range, while they remain in the particle 
phase in the low volatility range. Their volatility distribution at any point in time depends on the 
applied emission factors, oxidation by OH radicals, and temperature. We also compare against 
parallel simulations with the original scheme, which represented only the particulate and non-
volatile component of the organic aerosol, examining how differently the condensed-phase organic 
matter is distributed across the mixing states in the model. The results demonstrate the importance 
of representing organic aerosol as a semi-volatile aerosol, and explicitly calculating the 
partitioning of organic species between the gas and particulate phases. 
2.1 Introduction 
Atmospheric aerosols play a key role in the Earth system with great impacts on global air 
quality, public health and climate (Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013; Seinfeld and Pandis, 
2016). One contribution to the large uncertainty in aerosol radiative forcing is organic aerosol 
(OA), which is ubiquitous in the atmosphere and contributes to a large portion of submicron 
particulate mass in various regions around the world (Zhang et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009). 
Advancements in measurement techniques greatly improved our understanding of the evolution of 
OA and its lifetime in the atmosphere at the process level (Jimenez et al., 2009). However, OA 
processes in models still remain poorly constrained. Measurements imply that OA concentrations 
are potentially underestimated in current models (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). Such a discrepancy hints 
at large uncertainties in the prediction of aerosol-radiation interactions, their hygroscopicity, 
aerosol-cloud interactions and their overall impact on climate (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007).  
Missing sources of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in models have been suggested to be 
the main cause of the underestimated OA formation (Heald et al., 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006; 




Hodzic et al., 2010; Spracklen et al., 2011). More recently, studies have sought to investigate the 
underestimation of organic aerosol mass within more advanced model frameworks, which are 
capable of resolving semi-volatile primary organic aerosol (POA) and including secondary organic 
aerosol (SOA) from a wider set of precursors including intermediate-volatility organic compounds 
(IVOCs). The volatility-basis set (VBS) was developed (Donahue et al., 2006) to provide a 
relatively simple framework whereby models can represent the overall behavior of the myriad of 
compounds that constitute organic aerosol and their precursors. The approach involves considering 
OA as being composed of a number of representative species, each with a particular volatility, 
spanning a spectrum in vapor pressures from highly volatile (which essentially remains in the gas 
phase) to very low vapor pressure species which partition readily into the particle phase. VBS then 
captures the chemical aging of the organic species in the gas phase, with the hydroxyl radical 
oxidizing them and producing the adjacent lower-volatility class as a product. This method has 
been used extensively in regional studies (Robinson et al., 2007; Shrivastava et al., 2008; Murphy 
and Pandis, 2009; Tsimpidi et al., 2010; Hodzic et al., 2010; Fountoukis et al., 2011; Tsimpidi et 
al., 2011; Bergström et al., 2012; Athanasopoulou et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Fountoukis et 
al., 2014) but less so in global models (Pye and Seinfeld, 2010; Jathar et al., 2011; Jo et al., 2013; 
Tsimpidi et al., 2014; Hodzic et al., 2015). Other studies have used the 2-D VBS (Donahue et al., 
2011; Murphy et al., 2011), an approach that in addition to the volatility space also resolves that 
of chemical composition, by tracking the amount of oxygenation in the representative organic 
compounds. However, the 2-D VBS is not implemented in global models, due to its large number 
of tracers and the large number of free parameters that are involved in the parameterization. 
The inclusion of semi-volatile organics is important for accounting for the total mass of 
organics in the particulate phase, since an increase in particulate organic matter may not be the 




result of chemically produced low-volatility species, but simply be reflecting a temperature-driven 
increase in the partitioning of semi-volatile organic aerosol into the particle phase. It has been 
established that the highly oxidized, very low volatility organics play a key role in particle 
formation (Metzger et al., 2010; Paasonen et al., 2013; Riccobono et al., 2014; Kirkby et al., 2016) 
and particle growth (Tröstl et al., 2016), while the range of volatilities contributing to aerosol 
growth increases with aerosol size (Pierce et al., 2011; Yu, 2011). Semi-volatile organics also 
affect aerosol size and mixing state, as well as their impact on climate, due to changes in cloud 
condensation nuclei (CCN) formation rates (Petters et al., 2006, Riipenen et al., 2011; Scott et al., 
2015) , hygroscopicity (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) and optical properties (Myhre et al., 2013). 
Since OA emissions are on the rise from developing countries (Lamarque et al., 2010) and no Earth 
system model considers anthropogenic OA as semi-volatile as measurements suggest, it is 
important to include and constrain semi-volatile organics to ultimately reduce uncertainties in 
aerosol radiative forcing and make climate model simulated aerosol changes more realistic.  
The objective of this study is to further develop an aerosol microphysics model by 
including a more advanced representation of organic aerosol, including semi-volatile primary OA 
and an evolving OA volatility during chemical aging in the gas phase, in its calculations. This 
objective was achieved by implementing the VBS framework in the aerosol microphysical scheme 
MATRIX (Bauer et al., 2008), which represents major aerosol processes such as nucleation, 
condensation (excluding organics in its original version) and coagulation, and explicitly tracks the 
mixing state of different aerosol populations. As many traditional chemistry-climate models do 
(Tsigaridis et al., 2014), MATRIX treats POA and SOA as non-volatile (Bauer et al., 2008). By 
coupling MATRIX with VBS, POA are treated as condensable semi-volatile organic compounds. 
These can partition among different aerosol populations based on their volatility and aerosol 




population size distribution, capturing particle growth via condensation of low-volatility organic 
vapors and thus providing a more physically based calculation of aerosol microphysics.  
2.2 Model description 
A box model is used for this study. The gas-phase chemical mechanism CBM-IV (carbon 
bond mechanism version IV; Gery et al., 1989), as used in the NASA GISS ModelE (Shindell et 
al., 2001; Shindell et al., 2003), is coupled to the MATRIX aerosol microphysics scheme, utilizing 
the Kinetic Pre-Processor KPP (Sandu and Sander, 2006) to solve the differential equations of the 
gas-phase chemistry scheme. A time step of 30 minutes is used, for consistency with the global 
model. 
2.2.1 MATRIX box model 
MATRIX (Bauer et al., 2008) is an aerosol microphysical model based on the quadrature-
method-of-moments scheme (McGraw, 1997) in the NASA GISS ModelE Earth system model, 
which can be used either as a module within the global model or as a stand-alone box-model. Here, 
the stand-alone box model is used for development. The design of the code is such that the box-
model code can be used as-is in the global model, without any changes, allowing for seamless 
transition and maximum portability. MATRIX is designed to resolve the aerosol temporal 
evolution and represent the mixing states of a user-selected set of aerosol populations, which are 
modes of different composition as listed in Table 2.1, tracking two moments each, number and 
mass, while keeping the width of the distribution fixed. It describes new particle formation, particle 
growth through condensation with explicit treatment of sulfuric acid condensation and lumped 
treatment of the NH4-NO3-H2O system, as well as coagulation of particles among different 




populations. Each aerosol population has its own set of aerosol components, which may be primary 
(from direct aerosol emissions), secondary (formed by nucleation or condensation of gas-phase 
components onto existing primary particles), or mixed (from any constituent, following 
condensation on primary aerosols or coagulation between primary, secondary, or mixed 
populations).  






(constituents other than 
NH+4, NO-3, and H2O) 
AKK sulfate (Aitken mode) SO42- 
ACC sulfate (accumulation mode) SO42- 
OCC organic carbon OC, SO42- 
BC1 fresh black carbon (<5% coating) BC, SO42- 
BC2 aged (by condensation) black carbon (>5% coating) BC, SO4
2- 
BCS aged (by coagulation) black carbon BC, SO42- 
BOC black and organic carbon BC, OC, SO42- 
OCS organic carbon and sulfate OC, SO42- 
SSA sea salt (accumulation mode) sea salt, SO42- 
SSC sea salt (coarse mode) sea salt, SO42- 
DD1 dust (accumulation mode; <5% coating) mineral dust, SO4
2- 
DD2 dust (coarse mode; <5% coating) mineral dust, SO42- 
DS1 dust (accumulation mode; >5% coating ) mineral dust, SO4
2- 
DS2 dust (coarse mode; >5% coating) mineral dust, SO42- 
MXX mixed (all components) BC, OC, mineral dust, sea salt, SO42- 
*The sigma values for all populations are 1.80, except for AKK, which has a sigma of 1.60, and 
for SSC and MXX, which both have a sigma of 2.00. 





Figure 2.1. Schematic showing coagulation pathways among organics-containing aerosol 
populations as colored circles, with nine organic VBS species condensed as grey outer circles. In 
yellow are the emitted donor aerosol populations, and in green are the mixed recipient populations. 
OCC has a semi-transparent yellow core because it is actually emitted as the VBS species that can 
serve as condensation medium for gaseous VBS species, represented by the grey outer circles. In 
orange is population BC2, which contains a >5% coating of sulfate and organics, which is formed 
rapidly from the growth of population BC1, which has <5% sulfate and/or organics coating. 
Black carbon is uniquely treated in MATRIX, in order to separate the coated (via 
condensation) from the mixed (via coagulation) populations. It is emitted in BC1, which can grow 
(blue arrow in Figure 2.1) with inorganic and organic coating, and as its coating volume fraction 
reaches 5%, it would be moved in the BC2 population (see Table 2.1 for a description), shown as 
the orange circle. 




2.2.2 VBS framework 
The volatility-basis set approach is introduced to the original model; it is an organic aerosol 
volatility parameterization that separates semi-volatile organic compounds into logarithmically 
spaced bins of effective saturation concentrations, which are used for gas-particle partitioning and 
photochemical aging (Donahue et al., 2006). The scheme groups organic compounds into nine 
surrogate VBS species according to their effective saturation concentrations (C*) at 298 K, which 
are separated by factors of 10, ranging from 10-2 to 106 μg m-3.  
Table 2.2. Naming convention and parameters used in the VBS implementation described here. 
Parameter 9 Virtual VBS Species 
C* μg m-3 at 298K 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 
Name of volatility bins M2 M1 M0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Mass-based emission 
factors applied to POA 
emissions 
(Shrivastava et al., 2008) 
0.03 0.06 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.80 
Enthalpy of vaporization1 153 142 131 120 109 98 87 76 65 
1: enthalpy of vaporization is calculated using Eqn.12 from Epstein et al. 2010.  
We classify organics as Murphy et al., 2014 does: low-volatility organics are in bins 10-2 
to 10-1 μg m-3 (M2 and M1 in Table 2.2), semi-volatile organics are in bins 100 to 102 μg m-3 (M0, 
P1, P2), and intermediate-volatility organics are in bins 103 to 106 μg m-3 (P3, P4, P5, and P6). 
Low-volatility organics partition almost exclusively to the particulate phase, the semi-volatile 
species are present in both the gas and aerosol phase, and intermediate-volatility organics are the 
most volatile ones in the framework and remain almost exclusively in the gas phase. Equilibrium 
partitioning is assumed for all volatility bins. Gas-phase organics can become chemically aged by 
the extremely reactive hydroxyl radicals (•OH) during daytime with a rate constant of 10-11 cm3 s-




1, and as they become more oxidized, their volatility decreases, and they move down to the adjacent 
bin with a factor of 10 lower volatility (Donahue et al., 2006). Parameters and names used to 
represent them in this study are listed in Table 2.2.  
The emission rates for the VBS species were derived from the POA emission rate in the 
global model for the corresponding grid box and month, which were distributed in the volatility 
space by using mass-based emission factors from Shrivastava et al. 2008 (Table 2.2). Adding up 
the 9 factors from each bin listed in Table 2.2, we obtain a total factor of 2.5, which means the new 
scheme’s organics emission is 2.5 times that of the organics emissions in the original scheme. The 
additional multiplication factor of 1.5 is applied to the emission to account for missing sources of 
volatile organics in the IVOC volatility regime in the inventories (Shrivastava et al. 2008). 
2.3 Model development 
In the original version of the MATRIX model, organics only contribute to particle growth 
and mix with other aerosol species via coagulation. Primary organic aerosols are emitted only as 
non-volatile particulate organic matter, and do not exist in the gas phase or interact with other 
aerosol populations. Implementing the VBS scheme adds these missing processes. Before this 
development, there were eight alternative configurations of MATRIX available to the user, each 
representing a distinct set of aerosol populations whose number, composition and interactions by 
coagulation vary. A 9th configuration with 15 selected aerosol populations is created for this study 
(Table 2.1), in which eight of the 16 populations, ACC, OCC, BC1, BC2, OCS, BOC, BCS, and 
MXX, could contain organics as semi-volatile VBS species. We only included semi-volatile 
organics in 8 populations, so that we can examine the BC-OA-sulfate-nitrate system first, before 
adding them into the nucleation population AKK and the dust and sea salt populations (DD1, DS1, 




DD2, DS2, SSA, SSC). Through coagulation, the 15 donor populations grow or mix and are placed 
into recipient populations, based on the donor population composition, as described in Bauer et al. 
(2008). In a future stage, organics will also be implemented in the AKK mode to present 
nanoparticle growth and we will include an additional nucleation scheme that considers the 
dependence of new particle formation that involve organics (Kirkby et al., 2016; Tröstl et al., 
2016).   
Previously, each aerosol population carried up to five tracers – sulfate, black carbon, non-
volatile organics, dust and sea salt. Now each of the eight organic-containing populations carry 
nine additional semi-volatile VBS species listed in Table 2.2. Together with the 5 original tracers, 
we now have up to 14 available tracers per population, depending on whether they carry organic 
aerosols or not, with the original organics tracer (OCAR) representing the non-volatile biogenic 
OA, as it did in the original mechanism.  This newly coupled model MATRIX-VBS treats POA 
as semi-volatile gas-phase species, which then partition into and out of the particulate phase. The 
amount of gas-phase species partitioned onto each aerosol population is based on the surface area 
of that population, in addition to the mass of that population and the volatility of species, and 
equilibrium partitioning is assumed.  
The semi-volatile nature of biogenic SOA is not represented in the VBS framework in this 
work. Instead, biogenic SOA are treated as non-volatile, as in the original MATRIX version, and 
are produced with a 10% constant yield from terpenes emissions without any requirement for 
oxidation before the OA is formed (Lathière et al., 2005; Tsigaridis et al., 2014). The inclusion of 
semi-volatile biogenic SOA will be parameterized in the same way as in the VBS framework 
presented here in the future. 





To test the newly developed model’s behavior, we simulated idealized cases representative 
of four different locations and environments: one very polluted city (Beijing), another cleaner yet 
still very polluted city at high altitude and closer to the tropics (Mexico City), a very clean Finnish 
forest (Hyytiälä), and an anthropogenically affected forest in southeast USA (Centreville, 
Alabama). The experiments are performed for a winter month (January) and a summer month 
(July) for 10 days, and initial conditions and emission rates for each location were extracted from 
a GISS ModelE simulation (similar setup as described in Mezuman et al., 2016) for the year 2006, 
listed in Table 2.3.  
All parameters and emissions are held constant throughout the simulations. Here we do not 
include deposition and dilution, for simpler mass-balance calculations. Semi-volatile POA, sulfate 
in the accumulation mode, and black carbon, are emitted continuously in the OCC, ACC, and BC1 
populations, respectively, shown in Figure 2.1 as yellow circles. Condensation of VBS species on 
BC1 can increase the non-absorbing shell of that population, leading to the formation of BC2, as 
described above. The four organics-containing populations described above can coagulate (black 
arrows in Figure 2.1) with themselves and each other and form three additional organics-
containing mixed populations, BOC, OCS and BCS, shown as green circles. This schematic 












Table 2.3 Conditions of each location used in the simulations, taken from the GISS ModelE for 
January and July 2006. 
January 2006 Units Beijing Centreville Hyytiälä Mexico City 
Fixed 
parameters 
Temperature K 270 279 260 283 
Pressure hPa 1007 996 1009 797 





216.5 92.4 169.7 148.7 
CO 6943.3 1199.3 557.3 2308.4 
Alkenes 4.3 0.3 0.1 1.3 
Paraffin 8.2 2.1 0.6 10.5 
Terpenes 1.8 26.3 9.4 25.8 
Isoprene 1.3 23.8 0.0 0.0 
SO2 555.8 191.7 24.1 538.7 





0.06 0.02 0.003 0.05 
Black 
carbon 0.09 0.01 0.008 0.03 
Organics* 0.19 0.03 0.02 0.11 
       
July 2006 Units Beijing Centreville Hyytiälä Mexico City 
Fixed 
parameters 
Temperature K 304 303 292 289 
Pressure hPa 986 995 998 800 





281.3 124.3 200.9 165.3 
CO 8111.9 1749.9 630.5 2276.1 
Alkenes 5.0 0.5 0.1 1.3 
Paraffin 9.6 2.7 0.7 10.7 
Terpenes 36.9 145.4 87.6 44.9 
Isoprene 916.1 795.5 47.2 0.0 
SO2 653.7 206.5 26.8 549.5 





0.06 0.02 0.002 0.05 
Black 
carbon 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.03 
Organics* 0.21 0.03 0.07 0.11 
 
	




2.5 Results and discussion 
The temporal evolution of the total organics mass concentrations from the new scheme and 
the old scheme are presented in Figure 2.2 for January and Figure 2.3 for July in the four locations 
under study. They show large changes in organics concentrations between the old scheme (black 
line on the right column) and the new one (colors). The organics in the new scheme are represented 
and distributed by organics tracers of different volatility, whose saturation concentration C* ranges 
from the least volatile 10-2 μg m-3 (“M2” in Figures 2.2 and 2.3) to the most volatile 106 μg m-3 
(“P6” in Figures 2.2 and 2.3). They are distributed between the gas and aerosol phases by gas-
particle partitioning, whereas the organics in the original scheme are only represented by one 
nonvolatile organic aerosol tracer (“OCAR”). 
As mentioned in the model description, the emission rates for organics in each of the 
volatility bins in the new scheme were derived from the Shrivastava et al. (2008) mass-based 
emission factors. Consequently, since there is no deposition and dilution in the simulations, the 
new scheme’s organics total mass concentrations (shown in color in the right columns of Figures 
2.2 and 2.3) always adds up to 2.5 times that of the old scheme (shown as dash-dotted lines) 
throughout the simulations in both January and July.  
2.5.1 Winter 
In January, the total mass concentration for organics in Beijing, Centreville, Hyytiälä and 
Mexico City at the end of 10 days are approximately 115 μg/m3, 16 μg/m3, 13 μg/m3, and 65 μg/m3, 
respectively. Organic VBS species partition between the gas and aerosol phases within their 
corresponding volatility bin. The more volatile the species, the more it partitions into the gas phase. 
The concentration evolution of VBS species in the gas phase from the four locations are shown in 




the left column of Figure 2.2 for January. From top to bottom in each panel, volatility decreases 
from the most volatile species (“P6”) to the least volatile (“M2”). Although semi-volatile organics 
are emitted in the aerosol phase, in the intermediate-volatility range from P6 to P3 bins, the species 
are so volatile that they evaporate and partition into the gas phase almost completely.  
In all four locations, almost all species in the intermediate-volatility range are in the gas 
phase, those in the semi-volatile range partition between the gas and aerosol phases, and those in 
the low volatility range are in the aerosol phase in January. This is especially true for Beijing and 
Hyytiälä, where the volatility distributions are very similar (in relative terms) and where the total 
concentration of gas-phase species is higher than the sum of all aerosol-phase species. In 
Centreville, the total amount of gas-phase species is approximately the same as that of the aerosol-
phase species, whereas in Mexico City there are more species in the aerosol phase than in the gas 
phase. In Centreville and Mexico City, the species show a diurnal variability, which will be 
explained later.  
Aging can help explain the similar volatility distributions in Beijing and Hyytiälä. The •OH 
concentration in both locations are low in January: Beijing’s mean •OH is approximately 105 
molecules/cm3 and Hyytiälä’s mean •OH is approximately 104 molecules/cm3. Low •OH 
concentrations limit the aging of intermediate-volatility organics and their ability to move to the 
lower volatility bins, thus the volatility distributions do not change drastically, something that is 
also evident by the lack of a daily cycle. On the other hand, much higher mean •OH concentrations 
in Centreville (2*106 molecules/cm3) and Mexico City (5*106 molecules/cm3) provide more 
oxidation power, making oxidation a significant pathway in aerosol evolution.  
 






Figure 2.2 Temporal evolution of the mass concentration of semi-volatile organics in the gas phase 
(left column), aerosol phase (across all populations; middle column) and total (right column) using 
the new scheme (refer to Table 1.1 for legend) for January. The total of non-volatile organics from 
the original scheme (OCAR) is shown in black dash-dotted lines in the aerosol phase column 
(middle). OCAR from the old scheme is exactly 2.5 times smaller from the total organic species 
in the new scheme. 




The higher mean •OH concentrations also explain the diurnal variability of both gas-phase 
and aerosol-phase mass concentrations that we see in the two locations, because •OH is only 
produced during daytime and has very low concentrations during the night. Since Mexico City has 
slightly higher •OH concentration than Centreville, its total gas-phase concentration reaches a 
dynamic equilibrium after approximately 4 days, whereas Centreville’s total gas phase continues 
to rise, approaching equilibrium at a slower pace.  
Looking at the total of the organics (right column of Figure 2.2), it is not surprising that 
the very polluted Beijing has the highest concentration of total organics while the cleanest location, 
Hyytiälä, has the lowest; what is interesting, however, is that organics at these locations share 
similar volatility distributions. By the end of the 10-day simulations in the new scheme, the 
volatility distributions in Beijing and Hyytiälä are very similar to the emission factor distribution 
among the volatility, with factor differences of less than 0.1. This behavior is, again, a result of the 
low •OH concentrations in the two locations, and the low oxidation rate that limits the change in 
volatility distribution.  Volatility is also temperature dependent, which is also relevant to the total 
aerosols present. In Beijing, we would expect higher gas-phase concentration due to the higher 
temperatures. However, the larger amount of aerosols moves the partitioning point towards the 
aerosol phase, which offsets the temperature difference in the colder Hyytiälä case, and gives us 
similar results. 
On the other hand, the volatility distributions in Centreville and Mexico City are very 
different from the applied emission factor distribution, except for the two bins in the low volatility 
range, M2 and M1. Due to the high concentrations of •OH, both sites have low gas-phase organics 
concentrations because the intermediate-volatility gases are more efficiently oxidized and their 




less volatile products partition into the aerosol phase. Therefore, the relative amount of organics 
from the intermediate-volatility range no longer resembles the applied emission factors. The 
organics in the intermediate-volatility range from P6 to P3, are totaling factors of approximately 
0.38 and 0.15 in Centreville and Mexico City, respectively, which are in sharp contrast to the 
factors of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.8 applied to each of the respective bins. 
2.5.2 Summer 
The total mass concentration of organics in Beijing and Mexico City at the end of 10 days 
in July are approximately 130 μg/m3 and 67 μg/m3 respectively, very similar to the amounts in 
January. However, Centreville and Hyytiälä have higher concentrations of organics than they did 
in January, with 90 μg/m3 and 43 μg/m3 respectively. The volatility distributions for the four 
locations in July (Figure 2.3) are also very different from that of January.  
Organics are all very low in the intermediate-volatility and semi-volatile ranges, and they 
are all high in the low volatility ranges, with less than 10% of the total organics in the gas phase 
in all four locations. This behavior means that at all locations’ oxidation is very strong, stronger 
than any place during January. This sharp change in behavior is caused by the difference in •OH 
concentrations during the 2 months. July’s concentrations are much higher than those in January 
because •OH production is increased due to increased photolysis in the summer. The mean •OH 
concentration is approximately 1.5*107 molecules/cm3 in Beijing and Hyytiälä, and it is 
approximately 1*107 molecules/cm3 in Centreville and 2*107 molecules/cm3 in Mexico City. More 
•OH leads to faster oxidation of the gas-phase organics and the consequent partitioning of the less-
volatile oxidation products into the aerosol phase. This is evident in Figure 2.3, where the gas-
phase concentrations in all four locations are very low. In all cases, dynamic equilibrium was 




reached after just 2 days. They also exhibit a strong diurnal variability, as expected from the fast 
•OH oxidation, which decreases with decreasing volatility.  
 
Figure 2.3 Same as Figure 2.2, for July. 
 




2.5.3 Mixing state 
The temporal evolution of total organic aerosol mass concentration per population is shown 
in Figure 2.4 (absolute amounts) and Figure 2.5 (relative amounts). The first and third columns are 
results from the new scheme with condensing and coagulating organics for January and July, 
respectively, while the second and fourth columns are results from the old scheme with only 
coagulating organics from January and July, respectively. The organic aerosol mass concentrations 
in Figure 2.4 correspond to the aerosol-phase concentrations in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 (middle 
column), except they are now separated by population, whereas in the earlier two figures they were 
separated by mass tracers representing volatility.  
At a first glance, the population with the highest organic mass is BOC for January and July 
in both schemes. BOC is the population that contains OC, BC, and sulfate, and is the end result of 
coagulation of all populations in our idealized cases. However, in the old scheme, populations 
OCC and OCS also have significant amounts of organics. This is because in the new scheme the 
emitted populations are ACC, BC1 and OCC, and organics that are emitted in the OCC population 
can condense on and/or coagulate with other populations, including being lost by evaporation and 
then repartitioning to other populations. Thus, there is an additional loss mechanism of organics 
from those populations in the new scheme. In addition, there is competition between the ACC and 
BC1 populations in both schemes, and in the new scheme, aerosol-phase organics in the OCC 
population could either coagulate with the ACC population to form OCS, or they could coagulate 
with the BC1 population to form BOC. This competition determines how much OCS and BOC are 
formed, and it affects how much gas-phase organics from the OCC population could condense on 
the two populations and the distribution of organics among the populations. Since partitioning adds 




a loss mechanism to OCC, part of the evaporated mass will go to BOC, making it larger, and a 
more efficient scavenger of other particles. As a result, most organics coagulate with and condense 
on the BOC population and/or the OCS population, and together with the emitted OCC population, 
hold the most organics and dominate the mass fractions. 
 
Figure 2.4 Temporal evolution of organic aerosol mass concentration in each organics-containing 
population from the new scheme (first column for January, third column for July), and the old 
scheme (second column for January, fourth column for July).  




There is some similarity between the January and July results between the new and the old 
schemes (Figure 2.5). This similarity means that the distribution of organics among aerosol 
populations is not significantly affected by season. This is consistent with a study by Bauer et al. 
(2013), where they found that the mixing-state distribution is rather a characteristic of a region and 
not so much of a season, although the total (absolute) amounts by season may vary.  
 
Figure 2.5 Temporal evolution of organic aerosol mass concentration fraction in each organics-
containing population from the new scheme (first column for January, third column for July), and 
the old scheme (second column for January, fourth column for July). 




By the end of the simulations, most locations have more organics present in the BOC 
population, except those in Centreville. The reason for this is sulfate; from the sulfate and black 
carbon emissions listed in Table 2.3, we can calculate the sulfate-to-black-carbon ratio in 
Centreville to be 2:1, higher than the corresponding ratios in all other locations. This high ratio 
helps the ACC population to survive the competition against BC1 for coagulation with OCC. This 
leads to higher OCS formation, which is available for gas-phase organics to condense on, thus 
coagulation and condensation both bring more organics in the OCS population during the first half 
of the simulation. These results show that the sulfate to black carbon ratio is important for the 
mixing state by delaying the inevitable BOC domination. Also, comparing the distribution fraction 
in Figure 2.5, volatile organics create rather different mixing states as those created by coagulation 
alone in the original scheme, meaning that the semi-volatility did alter the mixing state 
significantly. 
2.5.4 Size distribution 
Another important factor on the evolution of aerosols is their size distribution. Shown in 
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are the January size distributions from Mexico City and Centreville 
respectively. The first row shows number concentration, the second row surface area, and the third 
row volume. The first two columns are results from the new and old schemes after 24 hours of 
simulation, and the right two columns are after 120 hours. The total number concentration, surface 
area and volume from the eight populations are shown as dotted lines. Note also that these plots 
show the total aerosol size distribution per population, which includes the contribution of species 
other than organics.  




The size distributions in July are very similar to January in all locations, and therefore only 
January is shown here. Beijing, Hyytiälä and Mexico City exhibit somewhat similar size 
distributions (with different absolute amounts), just as their mass fractions. The size distribution 
is dominated by OCC, OCS and BOC in the first 3 to 4 days, but later only by BOC. On the other 
hand, Centreville, similar to its mixing state, is different in its size distribution of different aerosol 
populations from the other three locations. Therefore, only the size distributions of Mexico City 
and Centreville are shown here. 
In the new scheme for Mexico City after 24 hours of simulation, the number concentration 
has two modes. OCC has even smaller size than Aitken mode sulfate AKK does, as a result of the 
evaporation of organics, but its number concentration is higher. OCS and BOC have started to 
form from coagulation of OCC with ACC and BC1, and their diameter, number concentration, 
surface area and volume are very similar, almost overlapping, with BOC slightly smaller in 
diameter. After 120 hours of simulation, OCC’s number concentration has decreased significantly, 
from 4*107 m-3 to 1*107 m-3. This is because OCC is semi-volatile, it has evaporated and 
condensed onto other populations, and at the same time its loss due to coagulation with other 
populations has increased, due to the increase of their number concentration and decrease in size. 
OCS size grew very slightly, but BOC grew significantly, with peaks of surface area and volume 
both increasing approximately 1 order of magnitude. Its peak surface area increased from 1.5*105 
μm2m-3 to 9*105 μm2m-3, and its peak volume grew from approximately 2*104 μm3m-3 to 2*105 
μm3m-3. BOC’s growing large surface area is another reason why it has so many organics and 
dominates the mass concentration: the greater the surface area, the more gas-phase species are able 
to condense. This matches the mixing-state results (Figure 2.5), where we saw after 24 hr that 




ACC, OCC, and BOC have high mass fractions, whereas after 120 hours OCC and OCS are 
negligible, and more than 90% of the total organic aerosol mass is in the BOC population.  
 
Figure 2.6 Organics-containing aerosol populations (except MXX) and AKK (Aitken mode sulfate) 
size distributions for Mexico City in January. Top row: number concentration. Middle row: surface 
area. Bottom row: volume. Total of all populations in dotted black lines. 
In the old scheme, after 24 hours OCC has higher number concentration (peaking at 5*107 
m-3) and size than in the new scheme, and higher surface area and volume, due to its greater number 




and diameter. OCS and BOC are both fewer in number (peaks are 1*107 m-3 and 1.5*107 m-3 lower 
in the old scheme) but slightly greater in diameter than they are in the new scheme. Later, after 
120 h, OCC number concentration maximum decreases to 3.5*107 m-3, due to coagulation with 
ACC and BC1 to form more OCS and BOC. Therefore, OCS and BOC increased in number and 
size, with BOC seeing greater growth (the peak of number concentration increased from 7*106 m-
3 to 2.3*107 m-3, the peak of surface area increased from 1.5*105 μm2m-3 to 1.1*106 μm2m-3 and 
the peak of volume increased from 3*104 μm3m-3 to 3.1*105 μm2m-3). For OCS we calculated more 
modest increases of approximately 50% in number, surface area and volume concentration peaks: 
the number concentration from 4*106 m-3 to 7*106 m-3, surface area from 1*105 μm2m-3 to 1.5*105 
μm2m-3 and volume from 2*104 μm3m-3 to 4*104 μm3m-3, as seen in the new scheme as well. 
However, BOC’s growth in the old scheme is even greater than that in the new scheme. This 
slightly accelerated growth slows down at later hours (not shown), because BOC dominates faster 
in the new scheme than in the old one (Figure 2.4).  
The Centreville size distributions tell a different story (Figure 2.7). In the early stages of 
the new scheme, OCS has greater number concentration and size than BOC does; OCS’s peak 
number concentration is 0.5*107 m-3, more than double than that of BOC, while its peak surface 
area and volume are 1*105 μm2m-3 and 2*105 μm3m-3 respectively, whereas those of BOC are 
negligible. Later, OCS still outgrows BOC in number, but barely exceeds in surface area and is 
not greater in volume. BOC shifts to greater diameters; therefore, it has greater volume than OCS 
does after 120 hours. As for the old scheme, OCC does not decrease in number from 24 hours to 
120 hours as it does in Mexico City, but its number increases from 1.7*107 m-3 to 2.5*107 m-3. 
This means that in that period of time coagulation loss is less than the amount of OCC emitted, 
which is what was also seen earlier for the mass concentrations (Figure 2.2). At 120 hours, OCS 




has again higher number concentration than BOC does, but only slightly (peak number 
concentration difference is approximately 1*106 m-3) and not as much as in the case of Mexico 
City, and the latter’s surface area and volume continue to be greater than those of the former due 
to its increasing diameter.  
 
Figure 2.7 Same as Figure 2.6 for Centreville. 
 





Organic aerosol volatility calculations were implemented into a new aerosol microphysics 
scheme, MATRIX-VBS. Results from idealized cases in Beijing, Centreville, Hyytiälä and Mexico 
City during summer and winter using the new scheme were compared against the original scheme 
and showed how the inclusion of semi-volatility of organics and their reactivity affected aerosol 
mass concentration, as well as their mixing state and size distribution. Emission factors, •OH 
oxidation, temperature and total aerosol levels are the key factors determining organics’ volatility 
distribution and mass concentration. The mixing state is affected by particle size and concentration, 
which determines coagulation and condensation pathways. Results from the new scheme showed 
different mixing-state distribution from the original scheme.  
Going forward, the new scheme will be simplified, and we will reduce the number of 
tracers needed, in order to simplify the model and save computational resources, without losing 
the essential information needed for volatility.  The simplified version of the box model will then 
be implemented in the NASA GISS ModelE Earth system model. While this study is purely 
theoretical, we will evaluate MATRIX-VBS after its implementation into GISS ModelE. We will 
gain even better understanding of how semi-volatile organics are altering aerosol mixing state, 
how meteorological conditions and pollution levels influence organics’ volatility distribution, as 
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Can semi-volatile organic aerosols lead to fewer cloud 
particles? 
Abstract 
The impact of condensing organic aerosols on activated cloud number concentration is 
examined in a new aerosol microphysics box model, MATRIX-VBS. The model includes the 
volatility basis set (VBS) framework coupled with the aerosol microphysical scheme MATRIX 
(Multiconfiguration Aerosol Tracker of mIXing state) that resolves aerosol mass and number 
concentrations and aerosol mixing state. By including the condensation of organic aerosols, the 
new model produces fewer activated particles compared to the original model, which treats organic 
aerosols as nonvolatile. Parameters such as aerosol chemical composition, mass and number 
concentrations, and particle sizes that affect activated cloud number concentration are thoroughly 
tested via a suite of Monte Carlo simulations. Results show that by considering semi-volatile 
organics in MATRIX-VBS, there is a lower activated particle number concentration, except in 
cases with low cloud updrafts, in clean environments at above-freezing temperatures, and in 
polluted environments at high temperatures (310 K) and extremely low-humidity conditions. 
 
 





Atmospheric aerosols influence climate mainly via two pathways: aerosol–radiation 
interactions (the aerosol direct effect; Charlson et al., 1992), which affect the Earth’s radiative 
energy balance by absorbing and scattering terrestrial and solar radiation, and aerosol–cloud 
interactions (the aerosol indirect effect; Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989), which affect cloud 
microphysics by activating and serving as seeds for cloud formation (Myhre et al., 2013; Seinfeld 
and Pandis, 2016). Aerosol activation as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) is critical to the 
evolution and microphysics of clouds (Reutter et al., 2009). However, the relationship between 
aerosol mixing state and cloud microphysical properties remains a large uncertainty in aerosol–
cloud interactions (Ghan et al., 1998; McFiggans et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2007; Gibson et al., 
2007; Medina et al., 2007; Cubison et al., 2008; Anttila, 2010).  
Climate models calculate cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) using aerosol 
activation schemes, whose main governing parameters include aerosol number, size, 
hygroscopicity, updraft velocity, and critical supersaturation. Physically based aerosol activation 
schemes (e.g., Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005; Ming et al., 2006; 
Shipway and Abel, 2010) are commonly used in global climate models for fast diagnostics of 
nucleation and to estimate the aerosol indirect effect in long-term climate simulations (Ghan et al., 
2011). Several studies examined the relationship between the aforementioned parameters and how 
they interact to activate particles. Ghan et al. (1998) examined sea salt’s influence on sulfate 
particle activation and introduced the competition effect. Since all CCN have to compete for 
available water vapor in order to activate, the competition limits the maximum supersaturation in 
in-cloud updrafts (Storelvmo et al., 2006). Ghan et al. (1998) concluded that activated number 




concentration increases with increasing sea salt when sulfate is low and updraft is strong, and it 
decreases when sulfate is high and updraft is weak because maximum supersaturation is reduced. 
Another study (Reutter et al., 2009) explored how much CDNC depends on updraft velocity, size 
distribution, and hygroscopicity. They found that size distribution played a greater role than 
particle hygroscopicity in CDNC and discovered different CCN activation and cloud droplet 
formation regimes, which are determined by aerosol number concentration and updraft velocity.  
Semi-volatile organic aerosols contribute significantly to the growth of particles to CCN 
sizes (Yu, 2011). More notably, as aerosol size increases, the range of organic volatilities involved 
in aerosol growth increases (Pierce et al., 2011; Yu, 2011). The inclusion of semi-volatile organics 
in models modifies CCN formation rates (Petters et al., 2006; Riipenen et al., 2011; Scott et al., 
2015) as well as hygroscopicity (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), in addition to bulk aerosol mass, 
size distribution, and composition. By adding semivolatile organic partitioning to our existing 
microphysics model MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol Tracker of mIXing state; Bauer et al., 
2008), which resolves aerosol mixing state, we were able to examine how semivolatile organics 
change bulk aerosol mass, size distribution, and composition. However, the effects of semi-volatile 
organic partitioning combined with aerosol mixing state on particle activation remain unexplored.  
In our previous work, we demonstrated that including semi-volatile organics would lead to 
higher aerosol number concentration and smaller particles (Gao et al., 2017). As was the case for 
the original aerosol microphysics model MATRIX, our further-developed box model MATRIX-
VBS (Gao et al., 2017) follows the same multimodal aerosol activation approach by Abdul-Razzak 
and Ghan (2000). The activation parameterization accounts for aerosol size distribution, 
composition, mixing state, and in-cloud updraft velocity. Curious about the change in activation 




with the newly present semi-volatile organics and the governing parameters influencing it, we 
investigated the difference in activated number concentration in two box model setups: MATRIX 
(Bauer et al., 2008) and MATRIX-VBS (Gao et al., 2017). 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Model Description 
MATRIX-VBS (Gao et al., 2017) is an aerosol microphysics model that includes organic 
aerosol volatility in its calculations. It was developed by implementing VBS (volatility-basis set; 
Donahue et al., 2006) in the aerosol microphysics model MATRIX (Bauer et al., 2008), which is 
a box model that is also used in the NASA GISS ModelE Earth system model (Bauer et al., 2008, 
2012; Schmidt et al., 2014). Since the publication of Gao et al., 2017, which included organic 
condensation on fine mode aerosols, we further developed the model which now allows semi-
volatile organics in the system to condense on coarse mode dust and sea salt as well. We have also 
included nitrate radicals as an oxidant for organics in addition to the hydroxyl radical that was used 
in the original VBS scheme, even though it is a very minor oxidation pathway in the model (rate 
constant for the oxidation by NO3• is 1*10-13 cm3 molecules-1 s-1; Atkinson, 1997).  
As previously stated, we use Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) activation parameterization, 
which calculates the activated particle number concentration depending on chemically-resolved 
number concentrations using Köhler Theory. The hygroscopicity parameters κ for each aerosol 
species presented in Table 3.1 were calculated from their solubility fraction. For organics, we 
assumed a linear increase of solubility with decreasing volatility (Jimenez et al., 2009). Since we 
use Pankow type partitioning (Pankow, 1994), water is not considered in the partitioning process. 




In addition, we do not use different kappa/RH relationships per organic species, which was found 
to be important for biogenic SOA (Rastak et al., 2017). 





Sulfate / 100 0.507 
Black carbon / 0 5•10-7 
Non-volatile organic carbon / 78 0.141 
Semi-volatile organic carbon 
-2 100 0.180 
-1 87.5 0.158 
0 75 0.135 
1 62.5 0.113 
2 50 0.090 
3 37.5 0.068 
4 25 0.045 
5 12.5 0.023 
6 0 0.000 
Dust  / 13 0.14 
Sea salt / 100 1.335 
3.2.2 Simulations 
A Monte Carlo analysis with a range of chemical and meteorological conditions (Table 3.2) 
was performed to pinpoint which processes affect organics and the mixed aerosol population in 
general the most. Since global models need to resolve a wide range of conditions, from very clean 
to very polluted, and for a wealth of meteorological conditions, we simulated 630 possible 
atmospheric scenarios on Earth across the whole parameter space, e.g., temperature, RH, latitude, 
emissions levels, and updraft velocity, for 120 h (5 days) simulations with no deposition and 
dilution. Three types of environmental conditions were simulated: clean, moderate, and polluted, 
as defined by different levels of emissions that were determined using a probability distribution of 
the gridded emission fields in GISS ModelE for January present-day conditions. During this 




development phase, biogenic SOAs from terpene oxidation in MATRIX-VBS are treated as 
nonvolatile, while only the anthropogenic aerosols are treated as semi-volatile. 
Table 3.2 Parameters used in the Monte-Carlo simulations.  
Parameter Range 
T [K] 270, 280, 290, 300, 310 
RH [%] 0.1, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 
Latitude 0, 30N/S, 60N/S, 90N/S 




Sulfate (SO2 in 
molecules/cm3) 10
5, 106, 5•106 
Primary organics 5•10-6, 5•10-5, 5•10-4 
Nonvolatile biogenic 
organics from terpene 
source 
1•10-8, 5•10-6, 1•10-5 
Black Carbon 10-6, 10-5, 10-4 




Alkenes 5•102, 5•103, 5•104 
Paraffin 5•103, 104, 5•104 
Terpenes 104, 105, 106 
Isoprene 104, 105, 506 
NOx 105, 106, 107 
3.3 Results and discussion 
We found that activated number concentration is lower for most cases in the MATRIX-
VBS model, which considers semi-volatile organic aerosols, compared to the MATRIX model. 
However, under low updrafts, in a clean environment at above-freezing temperatures, and in 
polluted environments at high temperatures (310 K) and extremely lowhumidity conditions (0 % 
RH) during aerosol formation, activated number concentration is higher in MATRIX-VBS than in 
MATRIX.  





Figure 3.1. Activated number concentration of aerosol populations (see main text for details) for 
MATRIX (left) and MATRIX-VBS (right) for 290 K and 40% RH at 30°N latitude with medium 
emission levels and 0.5 m/s updraft velocity.  
As an example, the activated number concentration for a case with temperature at 290 K, 
RH at 40 %, medium emission levels, and an updraft of 0.5 m s−1 at 30 °N latitude is shown in 
Figure 3.1 for the two models. Mixing states of aerosols in MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS are 
represented as aerosol populations, which all contain SO4, NO3, NH4 and H2O, in addition to the 
species that define the populations (Bauer et al., 2008, 2013). The four most dominant aerosol 
populations for the activated number concentration in MATRIX are ACC (SO4, NO3, NH4), OCS 
(organic carbon, SO4, NO3, NH4), BOC (black carbon, organic carbon, SO4, NO3, NH4), and BCS 
(black carbon, SO4, NO3, NH4). Only two dominant populations are calculated in MATRIX-VBS, 
OCS and BOC, as in Gao et al. (2017), since OCC evaporates and re-condenses on all particles, 
based on their calculated surface area and mass concentration. Since OCS and BOC have the 
largest surface area, they are calculated to have the strongest growth via organics condensation. 
Additionally, the competition among sulfate, organics, and black carbon determines the loss of 
ACC and the formation of BCS: OCC coagulates with ACC to form OCS, and this coagulation 
increases in MATRIX-VBS due to smaller OCC particles; therefore, there are fewer ACC particles 
left to coagulate with black carbon to form BCS. At the end of the 5-day simulation (Figure 3.1), 




MATRIX-VBS has a total of approximately 30 activated particles cm−3, whereas MATRIX has 
approximately 60 activated particles cm−3 under the same conditions. 
 
Figure 3.2 Fractional change of average activated number concentration (size and color of the 
circles) over the last 24 hours of a 5-day simulation between the two models with low (top row), 
medium (middle row) and high (bottom row) level emissions at updraft velocities of 0.5 (left 
column), 1 (middle column) and 2 (right column) m/s. 




Figure 3.2 shows a more comprehensive look across all temperature and RH scenarios 
studied. The results show that for most scenarios, MATRIX-VBS has lower (blue circles) activated 
number concentration compared to MATRIX. However, some rare cases show the opposite 
behavior. These are for above-freezing temperatures in the low emission level under low-updraft 
(top left) scenarios, high temperature (310 K), and extremely low humidity (0 % RH) in the 
medium emission level under low-updraft (middle left) scenarios, as well as the high emission 
level under low-updraft (bottom left) and medium-updraft (bottom middle) scenarios. Note that 
low RH values do not mean that these correspond to cloud conditions. Aerosols form outside of 
clouds in our model, where RH can be very low. Activation will occur after aerosol formation 
though, when an air parcel starts rising with a given updraft velocity, in which air parcel 
supersaturation will develop and will cause aerosol activation.  
Table 3.3 Minimum and maximum of fractional change in average activated number concentration 
over the last 24 hours between the two models with low, medium and high level emissions at 
updraft velocities of 0.5, 1 and 2 m/s. 
 Fractional change in activated number concentration 
Updraft velocity (m/s) 0.5 1 2 
 min max min max min max 
Low emission level -9% +21% -16% +2% -14% +5% 
Medium emission level -51% +14% -42% -5% -36% -13% 
High emission level -56% +31% -48% +9% -43% -9% 
 Across all scenarios, the changes in activated number concentration between MATRIX-
VBS and MATRIX range from −56 % to +31 % (Table 3.3). The range of the difference becomes 
more significant as emission levels increase, yet less significant as updraft velocity increases. 
Within most emission level–updraft velocity scenarios, as temperature increases, the fractional 




change in activated number concentration between the two models decreases. Also, within most 
emission level–updraft velocity scenarios (Table 3.4, Figure 3.3), as temperature increases, there 
are fewer activated particles in MATRIX. We also observed the same behavior in MATRIX-VBS, 
higher temperature and fewer activated particles.  
Table 3.4 Minimum and maximum of average activated number concentration over the last 24 
hours of MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS with low, medium and high level emissions at updraft 
velocities of 0.5, 1 and 2 m/s. 
 Activated number concentration 
Updraft velocity (m/s) 0.5 1 2 




MATRIX 23 305 351 1160 963 2799 




MATRIX 19 152 359 1233 1476 3711 




MATRIX 3 60 199 1280 1925 5703 
MATRIX-VBS 3 63 185 1150 1677 4142 





Figure 3.3 Average activated number concentration (circle size) during the last 24 hours of a 5-
day simulation in MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS with low (top row), medium (middle row) and 
high (bottom row) emission levels at updraft velocities of 0.5 (left column), 1 (middle column) 
and 2 (right column) m/s. Note difference in scales per column. 
In order to understand the cause of the difference in activation, we traced back to the key 
difference between the two models: partitioning of organics. The inclusion of organics partitioning 




leads to changes in aerosol mixing state and size distribution, as discussed in Gao et al. (2017). 
Therefore, the change in activated number concentration could only be caused by changes in mass 
concentration, number concentration, and particle size. Since we use the Abdul-Razzak and Ghan 
(2000) parameterization, the activated number concentration is mainly a function of number 
concentration and dry particle diameter in our model. The parameterization is also a function of 
geometric standard deviation, which is constant per population in our model as it was in MATRIX 
(Bauer et al., 2008), as well as a function of aerosol composition and hygroscopicity, as mentioned 
in the model description, for which we assume a linear increase in solubility with decreasing 
volatility. The hygroscopicity of the aerosol populations changes with time, as the internal mixing 
of aerosol populations is altered by aerosol microphysics.  
 
Figure 3.4 Number concentration (left column) and dry particle diameter (right column) by mode 
(color lines) for MATRIX (dashed lines) and MATRIX-VBS (solid lines) for the experiments with 
the same conditions as Figure 3.1. 
As was the case in Gao et al. (2017), MATRIX-VBS has a higher aerosol number 
concentration (Figure 3.4 left) but smaller particles (Figure 3.4 right) compared to MATRIX in the 
case presented in Figure 3.1. Initially, we expected that smaller particles would be less likely to 
activate, so we performed a simple sensitivity test to confirm it. By changing dry particle diameter 




of the particles in the activation scheme, the decreasing dry particle diameter indeed led to lower 
activated number concentration. However, a second sensitivity test with changing only number 
concentration showed that higher number concentration would actually lead to lower activated 
number concentration as well.  
In the Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) scheme, increasing number concentration decreases 
critical supersaturation, and lower critical supersaturation leads to higher minimum dry particle 
radius that is able to activate. Therefore, activation is suppressed since fewer particles exceed the 
threshold radius. The activated number concentration is calculated from the activation fraction and 
the number concentration. When the fraction is greater than the increase in number concentration, 
lower activated number concentration is achieved, as shown here.  
As mentioned previously, within most of the scenarios, there is a decrease in fractional 
change as temperature increases, while both models experience a decrease in activated number 
concentration with increased temperature. This means the decrease in activated number 
concentration for MATRIX-VBS is not as significant as that for MATRIX. There are two factors 
that contribute to such a change. First, the heat and moisture diffusion term is dependent on 
temperature in the activation scheme (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000). Second, volatility of 
organics is temperature dependent. In MATRIX-VBS, when organic volatility is considered, the 
change is dampened. In other words, its number of activated particles is less sensitive to 
temperature change compared to MATRIX, leading to what we see in the circle plots, i.e., a greater 
change at lower temperatures. 
The length of day and season changes the duration and intensity of gas-phase oxidation of 
semi-volatile gases, which is why we also looked at aerosol evolution driven by photochemistry 




at different latitudes. Since the model uses January emissions, different seasons are simulated in 
the different hemispheres, while different day lengths are simulated at higher latitudes of the 
Southern Hemisphere compared to Northern Hemisphere tropical and high latitudes. As we 
inspected results across latitudes in the two hemispheres, we found varying activated number 
concentration in MATRIX-VBS compared to MATRIX and observed no evident trend. Such 
inconclusive and complex results may be due to gas phase chemistry and photochemical ageing of 
semi-volatile organic vapors, which would require further examination in a separate dedicated 
study. 
3.4 Conclusions 
With the inclusion of organic partitioning in an aerosol microphysics model, activated 
aerosol number concentration is decreased under most temperature and RH conditions, except 
when under low updrafts, in clean environments at most temperatures and RHs, and in polluted 
environments at high temperatures and extremely low-humidity conditions. Such changes are due 
to increased aerosol number concentration and smaller particles in the new model, as well as how 
number concentration and size are calculated in the chosen aerosol activation scheme, which 
determines how many particles are activated. Additionally, the temperature dependence of 
activated number concentration is decreased for most scenarios. 
Our conclusion that fewer particles are activated at higher updrafts is in contrast to 
Connolly et al. (2014a), who found that fewer particles activated at low updrafts, using a different 
geometric standard deviation in the same parameterization of aerosol activation as the one we use. 
Such a difference can be due to the fact that the Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) activation 
parameterization produces a different response when multiple modes are used, as shown by 




Connolly et al. (2014b) and Simpson et al. (2014). Additionally, in our study, the geometric 
standard deviation remained constant per aerosol population. However, it is worth exploring in the 
future to use reduced geometric standard deviation in our calculations to directly compare with 
values used by Connolly et al. (2014a) and Crooks et al. (2018). In fact, in a comparison study, 
Ghan et al. (2011) found that the AbdulRazzak and Ghan (2000) scheme tends to have lower 
activation fractions and droplet concentrations compared to the Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) 
activation scheme. 
Topping et al. (2013) showed that co-condensing organics lead to enhanced cloud droplet 
number concentration, which seems to contradict our results. However, it is important to note that 
contrary to Topping et al. (2013), our study is performed in a box model that does not resolve 
cloud droplet growth as the air mass rises and cools, which leads to additional condensation of 
organic vapors and water due to the temperature decline and contributes to cloud droplet growth 
due to additional water uptake. The simulations in this study, however comprehensive, are still 
highly idealized.  
We would like to emphasize that our results do not imply that the Earth has fewer CCN 
than currently thought. Instead, they imply that if in a model, semi-volatile organics are simulated 
together with aerosol microphysics, a general decrease is to be expected, assuming our model 
captures all relevant contributory processes. We will investigate the effects of condensing organics 
in a global climate model in the future. The results presented here implicate that in the new model, 
most areas on Earth would experience fewer CCN on a typical day, but clean environments with 
above-freezing temperatures, or polluted environments on an extremely dry and hot day, would 
form more CCN under low-updraft-velocity conditions, compared to the old model. We expect 




that implementing the improved box model on the global scale that includes a two-moment cloud 
microphysical scheme (Morrison and Gettelman, 2008; Gettelman and Morrison, 2015) would 
more accurately represent aerosol–cloud interactions, which will be our focus in a follow-up study. 
Thus it would offer us valuable insights into how the addition of process-level phenomena in 
aerosol microphysics, as applied here for the organics partitioning, would affect cloud 



























The global impact of organic aerosol volatility on 
particle microphysics and climate 
Abstract 
We investigate the global performance of MATRIX-VBS, a new aerosol scheme that 
simulates organic partitioning in an aerosol microphysics model that has been developed in the 
box model framework in Gao et al. (2017). The scheme builds on its predecessor aerosol 
microphysics model MATRIX (Bauer et al., 2008), and it features the inclusion of organic 
partitioning between the gas and particle phases and the photochemical aging process using the 
volatility-basis set. The scheme’s modular structure allows it to be used as a module in global 
models as well, and it has now been implemented in the Earth system model GISS ModelE (Miller 
et al., 2014a; Schmidt et al., 2014). To assess and evaluate the performance of the new model, we 
compared its mass concentration, number concentration, activated number concentration, and 
AOD, to the original scheme MATRIX, as well as against data from aircraft campaign ATom 
(Atmospheric Tomography Mission), ground measurement stations from AERONET (Aerosol 
Robotic Network), and satellite retrievals from MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer) and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite 
Observations). Results show that organics are transported further away from sources, and their 
mass concentration increases aloft and decreases at the surface in MATRIX-VBS as compared to 
those in MATRIX. The surface mass concentration of organics agrees well with measurements but 




there are discrepancies for vertical profiles aloft. In the new model, there is an increased number 
of particles and overall less activated ones (except for regions such as the highly polluted Eastern 
China) compared to those in the original MATRIX model. The difference in aerosol optical depth 
(AOD) between the two models can be due to smaller particles in the new model and the different 
aerosol compositions in the models. Compared to AERONET, MODIS and CALIPSO, both 
MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS overestimate AOD over source regions, with MATRIX-VBS 
having generally lower AOD, and underestimating biomass burning in the Amazon and Congo 
basins. Such result hint at the fact that by improving the representation of organic aerosols in the 
model did not necessarily improve its performance, even though it helped us understand aerosol 
processes better. Nevertheless, with future improvements on the representation of particle size 
distribution and more accurate volatility distribution for organic aerosol emissions, the model has 
the potential to perform better. 
 4.1 Introduction 
It has been well-established that aerosols affect climate directly by absorbing and scattering 
solar radiation (aerosol–radiation interactions; Charlson et al., 1992) and indirectly by absorbing 
and scattering radiation (aerosol–cloud interactions, Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989). By 
activating and acting as seeds for cloud formation, aerosols impact cloud microphysics (Myhre et 
al., 2013; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). Thanks to advances in measurement techniques, we know 
that organic aerosols are ubiquitous and a major component of atmospheric composition (Zhang 
et al., 2007), and our understanding of organic aerosol lifetime and its evolution has improved 
greatly (Jimenez et al., 2009; Shrivastava et al., 2017).  




Primary organic aerosols are traditionally treated as nonvolatile in models, until Robinson 
et al. (2007) showed that organic aerosols are semi-volatile in nature and they can partition into 
the gas phase. Additionally, studies showed that organic aerosol formation is underestimated in 
models, and missing sources of secondary organic aerosols might be the cause (Heald et al., 2005; 
Volkamer et al., 2006; Hodzic et al., 2010; Spracklen et al., 2011). Measurements also show that 
most models underestimate organic aerosol concentrations (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). Recent studies 
tried to improve the organic aerosol representation in models and fill the gap between 
measurements and models by including semi-volatile primary organic aerosol (POA) and 
intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs) as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) 
precursors (Lane et al., 2008; Shrivastava et al., 2008; Murphy and Pandis, 2009; Hodzic et al., 
2010, 2016; Pye and Seinfeld, 2010; Tsimpidi et al., 2010, 2011, 2014, 2018; Jathar et al., 2011; 
Ahmadov et al., 2012; Athanasopoulou et al., 2013; Jo et al., 2013; Koo et al., 2014; Fountoukis 
et al., 2014; Ciarelli et al., 2017) using the volatility-basis set (VBS), an organic aerosol 
parameterization by Donahue et al. (2006) that resolves the volatility space of organic aerosols. 
However, when we include semi-volatile organics in models, they can alter aerosol concentration, 
composition, size distribution, CCN formation rates (Petters et al., 2006; Riipenen et al., 2011; 
Scott et al., 2015, Gao et al. 2018), hygroscopicity (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), and optics 
(Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013). In our study, we included semi-volatile organics in our 
model, and they also changed aerosol microphysics. 
MATRIX-VBS was introduced as a box model previously by Gao et al. (2017, 2018). It 
was developed to include organic partitioning and its photochemical aging in an aerosol 
microphysics model MATRIX using the volatility basis set (VBS). This inclusion allowed organic 




aerosols to not only coagulate with other aerosol populations, but also condense or evaporate, 
adding growth and loss pathways for different organic-containing populations.  
During its box model stage, it was not feasible to compare and evaluate its simulation 
results against observational data, since the box model was missing critical processes such as 
transport, dilution and deposition. Now, the model scheme has been implemented in the global 
model GISS ModelE, and in order to evaluate its performance, we compare its simulations against 
the original model MATRIX, on which MATRIX-VBS is based, as well as observational data of 
vertical mass concentration for organic aerosols from the recently deployed aircraft campaign 
ATom (Atmospheric Tomography Mission), aerosol optical depth from ground measurement 
stations from AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network), and satellite retrievals from MODIS 
(MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and 
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations). Even though organic aerosols do not have a very strong 
signal in aerosol optical depth (AOD), AOD is the best globally observed aerosol property and a 
key step to link aerosol composition to forcing, which is the ultimate goal of this climate modeling 
work, even if not discussed here. 
Available measurement data, such as those from AERONET stations used in this study as 
well as data from IMPROVE (Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments), are 
usually concentrated in the United States and Europe, with few stations in remote regions, such as 
boreal forests and marine regions in the Southern Hemisphere, and this presents a challenge when 
evaluating models, especially since remote regions are usually not understood well (Tsigaridis et 
al., 2014).  
 




4.2 Model description 
4.2.1 GISS ModelE 
We use GISS ModelE Earth System Model version 2.1 (GISS-E2.1), which is an updated 
version of version 2 (GISS-E2; Miller et al., 2014a; Schmidt et al., 2014), which is NASA’s climate 
model that includes the aerosol microphysics scheme MATRIX (Bauer et al. 2008; 2010; Bauer 
and Menon, 2012). Aside from updates such as corrections to radiative transfer, ocean mixing, and 
sea ice thermodynamics, the updated model has the same resolution of 2 degrees by 2.5 degrees 
horizontally with 40 vertical layers as GISS-E2, and the model top is at 0.1hPa.  
A CMIP-class Earth System Model, GISS ModelE includes emissions of gaseous and 
aerosol species, interactive gas phase chemistry, aerosol processing, gas-aerosol interactions, dry 
and wet removal of atmospheric constituents, direct and indirect aerosol effects, cloud processes, 
radiative transfer and interaction with aerosols and gases, atmospheric circulation, dynamic 
vegetation, and optionally, oceanic circulation, among others. The basic structure of the model has 
been described in previous studies that simulate preindustrial, present, and future climate 
conditions (e.g. Miller et al., 2014a, Nazarenko et al., 2015), atmospheric composition studies (e.g. 
Bauer et al., 2010; Bauer and Menon, 2012; Bauer et al., 2013, Shindell et al., 2013, Tsigaridis et 
al., 2013, 2014), among others. GISS ModelE is open source and available to everyone. 
4.2.2 MATRIX-VBS 
As described in Gao et al. (2017, 2018), MATRIX-VBS is an aerosol microphysics model 
that includes the MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol Tracker of mIXing state) and VBS 
schemes. MATRIX is an aerosol microphysical scheme which resolves aerosol mass and number 




concentrations, as well as aerosol mixing state. It represents new particle formation, growth via 
condensation (except organics) and coagulation among different aerosol populations, particle 
emissions, gas-particle mass transfer, and aerosol phase chemistry (Bauer et al., 2008). MATRIX 
can be used as a box model or a module in a global model.  
The volatility-basis set VBS is an organic aerosol volatility framework that divides semi-
volatile organic compounds into logarithmically-spaced classes of effective saturation 
concentrations, which are used for the partitioning between the gas and particulate phases 
(Donahue et al., 2006). VBS framework has been coupled with MATRIX in a box model (Gao et 
al., 2017, 2018), and the new scheme MATRIX-VBS (Gao et al., 2017) is implemented into the 
global model, GISS ModelE. The new MATRIX-VBS scheme advanced the representation of 
organic aerosols in MATRIX by making organics semi-volatile and able to condense onto and 
evaporate from aerosols, improving the traditional and simplistic treatment of organic aerosols as 
non-volatile. 
4.3 Methodology  
The development of the new model MATRIX-VBS was completed in the box model 
framework and is presented in Gao et al. (2017, 2018). The model has been implemented into 
GISS ModelE as an aerosol microphysics module, same as its predecessor, MATRIX. We 
performed two model experiments, one for MATRIX and one for MATRIX-VBS. The 
experiments were simulated and nudged to NCEP (National Center for Environmental Prediction) 
horizontal winds under transient conditions for 6 years. The experiments began in 2011, with the 
years 2011-2015 serving as a spinup. The year 2016 is analyzed in this study, as the available data 
from the ATom project are from summer 2016 and winter 2017 (but some satellite retrievals we 




currently have do not extend to 2017). Natural and anthropogenic fluxes are taken from the CMIP6 
inventory (Hoesly et al., 2018; van Marle et al., 2017), whereas sea salt and dust emissions are 
interactively calculated. 
The ATom (Atom Science Team, 2018) project surveyed global cross-sections of aerosol 
composition in the remote troposphere, while flying ascents and descents and making vertical 
profiles (0.15 to 12 km) over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans from approximately 80˚N to 
approximately 65˚S (Kupc et al., 2018). It is useful in identifying the aerosols in the remote 
troposphere from continental sources and quantifying the growth of particles into cloud activating 
sizes (Williamson et al., 2018). It did not chase plumes but used unbiased sampling, which is 
helpful for us to validate models on a global scale (Strode et al., 2018). Here, we use the ATom 
datasets currently available, which are two sets of data from summer 2016 (ATom-1) and winter 
2017(ATom-2), to evaluate our simulated organic aerosol mass concentration.  
To evaluate modeled aerosol optical depth, we use measurements from AERONET 
(Aerosol Robotic Network), MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer), and 
CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations), as they provide 
column aerosol optical depth (AOD) and vertical profiles. AERONET observations (Holben et al., 
1998) and MODIS Terra Collection 6 Level 3 (Platnick et al. 2015) provide column aerosol optical 
depth. CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) Layer Product 3.0 from the 
CALIPSO mission (Winker et al., 2009) provides aerosol extinction profiles. Additionally, the 
CALIPSO aerosol extinction profiles were averaged according to Koffi et al. (2016). 
 




4.4 Results and discussion 
4.4.1 Organic aerosol mass  
4.4.1.1 Model version comparison 
The annual mean burden of organic aerosols in MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS are shown 
in Figures 4.1.1, and their load differences are in Figure 4.1.2. The large scale spatial distributions 
are generally similar in the two models, but show significant differences on the regional scale. The 
high mass loads are over anthropogenic polluted areas, such as China, India, and the Eastern United 
States, over biomass burning areas, such as boreal forests in Russia, North America, as well as 
Congo and Amazon basins, with extensions over the oceans (e.g. the Atlantic Ocean, off the coast 
of Central Africa) due to transport from their continental organic aerosol sources. The emitted 
organics dilute in both models when they are transported from source regions downwind and over 
the oceans, but due to the difference in emissions, the mass concentration in remote regions are 
different in the two models. 
 
Figure 4.1.1 Annual mean mass load of organic aerosol in MATRIX (0.86 μg/m2) and MATRIX-
VBS (1.09 μg/m2). 
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In MATRIX-VBS, organics can not only be diluted but also evaporate into the gas phase. 
The gases can become oxidized and condense again into the aerosol phase. This process allows 
the semi-volatile organics in MATRIX-VBS to travel further away from their sources, including 
to higher elevation. Therefore, there is higher organic aerosol concentration over remote regions 
in the Northern Hemisphere, such as the Sahara, the Middle East, and the Pacific Ocean. In contrast, 
in MATRIX, the organic aerosol spatial distribution is more distinctive, less extensively 
distributed and with higher concentrations near source regions.  
 
Figure 4.1.2 Difference in annual mean organic aerosol mass loads between MATRIX and 
MATRIX-VBS (0.22 μg/m2). 
The differences between the two models is shown in Figure 4.1.2, where the organic 
aerosol load is higher in most regions in MATRIX-VBS except for North America, Central 
America, Amazon, Eastern Europe, East Africa, Southeast Asia, and Northeast China. Most 
prominently, the aerosol concentration is higher in Central Africa and its adjacent oceanic regions 
due to transport. Lower organics load in regions such as North America, Russia, and North Europe, 
can be caused by organics from biomass burning in boreal forests that do not oxidize much due to 
lower photochemical activity at high latitudes. There is also a more significant difference over the 
oceans in the high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, because even though organics are 
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transported to the Arctic in both models, semi-volatile organics in MATRIX-VBS can evaporate, 
transport further, and condense more readily into the aerosol phase under colder temperatures and 
after gaseous photochemical oxidation.  
Additionally, the general difference in magnitudes of the mass loads between the models 
is also caused by the mass-based emission factor (Shrivastava et al., 2008) applied to POA 
emissions for the IVOC contribution in MATRIX-VBS, which makes its emissions 2.5 times that 
of the POA emissions in MATRIX, as mentioned in Chapter 2 for the box model, and more details 
on the emission factors for each volatility bin are shown in Table 2.2. 
The zonal mean mass concentrations peak (1µg/m2) over the Northern Hemisphere mid-
latitudes and tropics from the surface up to 750 hPa in MATRIX-VBS and up to 850 hPa in 
MATRIX (Figure 4.1.3). The zonal mean is lower in the mid-latitudes and tropics from the surface 
up to 850hPa, and it is higher aloft as well as at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere for 
MATRIX-VBS compared to that for MATRIX. The peak positive difference between MATRIX 
and MATRIX-VBS is close to the tropics at 10˚S from 800 hPa to 650 hPa, and peak negative 
difference is at the surface from the tropics to the mid-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 
4.1.4). There are more organics in MATRIX-VBS aloft and less at the surface because semi-
volatile organics can evaporate, transport vertically and oxidize at higher altitudes, where there are 
also lower temperatures that help organics condense. Additionally, those organics at higher 
altitudes are less likely to be removed via deposition, since wet deposition occurs in and below 
clouds and dry deposition occurs at the surface layer. 





Figure 4.1.3 Annual mean zonal organic aerosol mass concentration in MATRIX and MATRIX-
VBS. 
 
Figure 4.1.4 Difference in the annual mean zonal organic aerosol mass concentrations between 
MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS. 
4.4.1.2 Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the difference in organic aerosol mass concentration between the two 
models, we compare it to the mass concentration measured from the ATom aircraft campaign, 
which profiled the global cross-sections of aerosol composition over the Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans, as well as some over the Continental United States. Since ATom-1 is deployed from July 
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simulated and compared the modeled monthly mean organic aerosol mass concentrations in 
August 2016 (Figure 4.1.5) and February 2017 (Figure 4.1.7) between the two models, and we 
compared the two model results against ATom-1 (Figure 4.1.6) and ATom-2 (Figure 4.1.8) 
measurements for the two months simulated. 
 
Figure 4.1.5 Difference in monthly mean spatial (0.46 μg/m2) and zonal organic aerosol mass loads 
between MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS for August 2016. 
Shown in Figure 4.1.5, the difference in the monthly mean organic aerosol mass loads 
between the two models for August 2016 is similar to that for the annual mean organic aerosol 
mass load in 2016 (Figure 4.1.2). The main difference between the two comparisons is that the 
difference is more intensified in August 2016. Where there were higher annual mean loads in 
MATRIX-VBS, there is even higher load for the monthly mean in August, and where there were 
lower annual mean loads in MATRIX-VBS, there is an even lower load for the monthly mean of 
August.  
The vertical difference between the annual mean and the August monthly mean is that there 
is higher concentration aloft in MATRIX-VBS. Whereas the annual mean difference peaks over 
10˚S from 800 hPa to 650 hPa, the monthly mean peak difference has a wider range, from 900 hPa 
to 650 hPa. There is also an additional intensified difference peak aloft over the mid-latitudes in 
MATRIX−VBS − MATRIX
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the Northern Hemisphere. These spatial and vertical differences between the annual and monthly 
mean mass loads can be explained by the different assumptions of volatility for organic emissions, 
such as biomass burning in Central Africa, as well as by the higher temperatures in the summer 
months for the Northern Hemisphere that changed the behavior of semi-volatile organics in the 
new model.  
To see which model simulated the more accurate results, we compared them against ATom 
measurements (Figure 4.1.6 for ATom-1, Figure 4.1.8 for ATom-2). The ATom campaign flight 
routes are illustrated in the maps in the top row, with blue marks at airports. Each plot in the figure 
represents a measured region. The first column is over the Pacific Ocean, the second column over 
120˚W, the third column over the Continental United States, and the last column over the Atlantic 
Ocean. From top to bottom, each row represents a range of 30 degrees latitude, such as 60˚N to 
90˚N, listed on the left margin of the figure.  
The modeled August 2016 monthly mean and ATom-1 mass concentration profiles are 
shown in Figure 4.1.6. In general, both models agree well with the measurements at the surface, 
however, there are greater discrepancies aloft between models and against measurements. As 
discussed before, at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, MATRIX-VBS has higher mass 
concentration than MATRIX does, however, neither model agrees well with measurements there. 
So even though it can be explained that semi-volatile organics in MATRIX-VBS increased 
over high latitudes, it is not clearly evident from these measurements that this leads to a better 
match. Note that although we are simulating the year 2016 as needed, we used CMIP6 inventory 
that only provided emissions until 2015, including biomass burning, which can make a big 
difference in high altitudes during August due to boreal forest fires.   
 





Figure 4.1.6 Vertical profiles of organic aerosol mass concentration for MATRIX (blue), 
MATRIX-VBS (green) for August 2016 and Atom-1 measurements (grey and averaged in black). 




In other regions, both models compare similarly, except for 30˚S-EQ over the Atlantic, 
where MATRIX performs extremely well with ATom, but MATRIX-VBS overestimates the peak 
concentration by more than double. This region will be examined further later in this chapter. Two 
regions that both models performed well against ATom are northern mid-latitudes over the 
Continental U.S. and EQ-30˚N over the Atlantic. South Pacific Ocean regions have low 
concentrations that also agree well with ATom, which is expected as they are far from continental 
sources of organic aerosols.  
 
Figure 4.1.7 Difference in monthly mean spatial (0.25 μg/m2) and zonal organic aerosol mass loads 
between MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS for February 2017.  
As for the winter, the difference between modeled February 2017 monthly mean is shown 
in Figure 4.1.7, and their comparison against ATom-2 mass concentration profiles are shown in 
Figure 4.1.8. The winter month organic aerosol mass concentration looks different from the annual 
and summer month mean mass concentrations. The signs in the difference have reversed over 
North America, East China, India, Central and South of Africa, as well as part of Amazon. These 
differences between the two seasons are due to the season change. Over the Northern Hemisphere, 
which is experiencing cold winter, has more readily condensed organics under cold temperatures, 
whereas over the Southern Hemisphere, which is experiencing hot summer, sees more evaporated 
MATRIX−VBS − MATRIX
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organics into the gas phase. This is also shown in the zonal mass loads in Figure 4.1.7, which 
shows a peak positive difference aloft from 850 hPa to 600 hPa near 15˚N and a greater range of 
negative difference in the Southern Hemisphere from the surface up to 800 hPa. Compared to 
ATom-2, in general, both models underestimate mass concentration as compared to measurements, 
especially over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. There are still discrepancies of mass concentration 
over the northern high latitudes, but not as significant as it was in the summer as compared to 
ATom-1. At northern mid-latitudes over the Continental U.S. over 30˚N-60˚N the model continues 
to perform well.  
Additionally, mass concentration of black carbon, nitrate, and sulfate are very similar 
between the two models. In both seasons, black carbon mass concentration from two models match 
ATom measurements very well, whereas nitrate is generally underestimated in the models, and 
sulfate is generally overestimated. 
 





Figure 4.1.8 Vertical profiles of organic aerosol mass concentration for MATRIX (blue), 
MATRIX-VBS (green) for February 2017 and Atom-1 measurements (grey and averaged in black). 
 




4.4.2 Aerosol number concentration 
The spatial distributions of near surface, lowest model layer, number concentration of 
organic-containing populations is very similar between the two models (Figure 4.2.1); however, 
their difference in magnitude is more pronounced (Figure 4.2.2). There is higher near surface 
number concentration in MATRIX-VBS than in MATRIX over continents and oceans, but lower 
near surface number concentration over high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere and a few small 
regions, such as off the coast of Mexico and Hawaii. This difference is consistent with results from 
the box model simulations, where there was higher number concentration in MATRIX-VBS than 
in MATRIX (Gao et al., 2017, 2018). Zonally, the difference between number concentration of 
MATRIX-VBS and that of MATRIX is the same at the surface as discussed (zonal difference in 
Figure 4.2.2). Aloft, there are more particles in the mid-latitudes in MATRIX-VBS, due to the 
semi-volatile organics that partition, leading to higher aerosol number concentration.  
 
Figure 4.2.1 Total surface number concentration of organic-containing populations in MATRIX 
(4984 /cm3) and MATRIX-VBS (5636 /cm3). 
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Figure 4.2.2 Difference in annual mean surface (652 /cm3) and zonal number concentrations 
(MATRIX-VBS minus MATRIX) of organic-containing aerosol populations between the two 
models.  
 Taking a more detailed look at the number concentration for each of the organic-containing 
populations (Figure 4.2.3, for detailed aerosol composition descriptions of the aerosol populations, 
see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2), the decrease in MATRIX-VBS in high latitude in the Southern 
Hemisphere is due to ACC. Even though there are decreased number concentrations over most of 
the continental regions for ACC (East United States, Central America, Eastern South America, 
Africa, Europe, Southeast Asia), BC1, BC2, BOC, and BCS, they are overcompensated by the 
increased number concentration over the continents in OCC, OCS, and BOC. This is consistent 
with previous results that showed increased number concentration for OCC, OCS and BOC due to 
more emitted OCC that condense on and coagulate with ACC and BC1 (or BC2) to form OCS and 
BOC, respectively. The increase over the oceans is due to ACC, OCC, and OCS.  
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Figure 4.2.3 Annual mean surface number concentration differences (MATRIX-VBS minus 
MATRIX) in individual organic-containing aerosol populations: ACC (885 /cm3), OCC (1517 
/cm3), BC1 (32 /cm3), BC2 (23 /cm3), OCS (231 /cm3), BOC (115 /cm3) and BCS (6 /cm3). 
4.4.3 Activated Number Concentration 
Following the discussion in Chapter 3, we also looked at activated cloud number 
concentration at the surface (Figure 4.3.1). Consistent with our results from Chapter 3, most 
regions around the globe have less active number concentration, except for some regions such as 
East China and India, and high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 4.3.2). Our conclusion 
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and cleaner regions with low updraft velocities would have higher activated number concentration 
in MATRIX-VBS than in MATRIX.  
 
Figure 4.3.1 Annual mean total surface activated number concentration of organic-containing 
populations in MATRIX (36 /cm3) and MATRIX-VBS (33 /cm3). 
 
Figure 4.3.2 Difference in annual mean total surface activated number concentration (MATRIX-
VBS minus MATRIX) between the two models (-3 /cm3). 
Populations ACC, OCC, OCS, BOC, and BCS are dominating the activated number 
concentration due to their composition, size, and number concentration, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Upon further inspection of each of these aerosol population in Figure 4.3.3, the increase in 
activated number concentration in MATRIX-VBS at high latitude over the Southern Hemisphere 
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is due to the ACC population, and over Eastern China and India are due to the regional increase in 
BOC and OCS populations. Even though BOC and OCS have increased activated number 
concentrations over Europe and Eastern United States, they are offset by those for ACC, OCC, 
and BCS populations. As previously discussed in Chapter 3, the number concentration increases 
in the OCC population, but the activated number concentration has decreased. However, the 
number concentration and activated number concentration for the OCS population both increased, 
and there is no consistency between the number concentration and activated number concentration 
for populations ACC and BOC, which means their sizes affect how many particles would activate. 
Size distribution of these aerosols will be examined later. 
 
Figure 4.3.3 Annual mean surface activated number concentration differences (MATRIX-VBS 
minus MATRIX) in major organic-containing aerosol populations: ACC (-3.3 /cm3), OCC (-2.6 
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4.4.4 Aerosol Optical Depth 
The total annual mean clear sky AOD in MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS are shown in Figure 
4.4.1. The difference between the two models are most prominent in polluted regions (Figure 4.4.2), 
such as biomass burning prominent regions Northwest of North America, Amazon basin, Africa, 
and anthropogenically polluted regions Eastern China, India, and Southeast Asia. To examine 
more closely the cause of the differences, we also compared the seasonal differences between the 
two models in Figure 4.4.3. We see that the major differences occur in seasonal biomass burning 
regions, especially prominent are the Africa plume in winter, boreal regions over North America 
and biomass burning in the Congo basin in the summer (North Hemisphere), and biomass burning 
in Indonesia in the fall (North Hemisphere). During those seasons, MATRIX-VBS has 
significantly lower (-0.5) AOD as compared to MATRIX. 
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Figure 4.4.2 Difference in annual mean total aerosol optical depth between MATRIX and 
MATRIX-VBS (0.003). 
 
Figure 4.4.3 Difference in seasonal aerosol optical depth between MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS. 
Winter months are DJF, spring months are MAM, summer months are JJA, and fall months are 
SON. 
MATRIX−VBS − MATRIX 
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To evaluate the model results, we compared them against seasonal AOD with retrievals 
from the MODIS satellite (Figure 4.4.4) and the ground-based AERONET (Figure 4.4.5) for the 
year 2016, same as the year simulated for our models. Compared to MODIS, both models 
overestimate AOD over anthropogenic polluted regions such as China and India as well as biomass 
burning regions such as central Africa. Over the oceans, both models underestimate AOD as 
compared to MODIS. Most strikingly, MATRIX-VBS does not capture the Congo basin biomass 
burning plume shown in MODIS as MATRIX does. Seasonally, MATRIX-VBS is 
underestimating the Congo basin plume in summer (JJA) and fall (SON), as well as the Amazon 
basin plume in the fall. A statistical analysis performed using seasonal mean MODIS and model 
data over the globe where MODIS reported data shows MATRIX correlate better with MODIS in 
all seasons (Table 4.1). 
Table 4.1 Mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient for seasonal mean AOD from 
MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS data against MODIS.  
 
MATRIX MATRIX-VBS 
Winter Spring Summer Fall Winter Spring Summer Fall 
Mean 0.25 0.19 0.27 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.19 0.17 
Stdev 0.26 0.18 0.23 0.18 0.17 0.13 0.16 0.13 
r 0.71 0.53 0.67 0.48 0.63 0.51 0.49 0.34 
MODIS 
mean 
0.28 0.21 0.28 0.24     





Figure 4.4.4 Seasonal column aerosol optical depth from MODIS. 
 






Figure 4.4.5 Seasonal aerosol optical depth for MATRIX (top) and MATRIX-VBS (bottom) with 
AERONET measurements over-plotted. 






Figure 4.4.6 Seasonal difference in aerosol optical depth between the two models and AERONET 
measurements. 




Table 4.2 Mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient for seasonal mean AOD from 
MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS data against AERONET. 
 
MATRIX MATRIX-VBS 
Winter Spring Summer Fall Winter Spring Summer Fall 
Mean 0.14 0.17 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.14 
Stdev 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.11 
r 0.27 0.75 0.63 0.62 0.11 0.62 0.75 0.57 
AERONET 
mean 
0.09 0.01 0.16 0.11     
 As for the comparison with station measurements from AERONET (Figure 4.4.5). Overall 
both model results show generally good agreement with the measurements, except for the highly 
polluted locations, which could also be caused by satellite products underestimating thick plumes. 
Figure 4.4.6 shows the seasonal difference between the modeled AOD and AOD from AERONET, 
except for winter (DJF), during which both models underestimate AOD as compared to 
AERONET, other seasons generally overestimate it or estimate it well. Another statistical analysis 
for seasonal mean AERONET and model data over stations where AERONET reported data shows 
that MATRIX-VBS correlates better with AERONET than MATRIX does only in the summer 
(JJA), and both models perform poorly in the winter (DJF) months (Table 4.2). 
Even though there is an ample amount of AERONET stations, they are still not stationed 
in some of the most “interesting” remote regions for this study, which are areas with high organic 
aerosol amounts or large differences between the two models. Thus, it is difficult to evaluate, for 
instance, the missing biomass plume in MATRIX-VBS in the summer (JJA) and fall (SON), as 
observed by MODIS.  




Nevertheless, we picked regions with the greatest difference of AOD between the two 
models, marked with boxes in Figure 4.4.7, one encompassing Central Alaska and the other 
Central Africa (Congo basin and its off-coast transport region). The CALIPSO extinction profiles 
in January, April, July, and October for both regions are shown in Figure 4.4.8. For both regions, 
both models compare well with CALIPSO, except for the month of July. In Alaska, MATRIX 
significantly overestimates aerosol extinction, whereas MATRIX-VBS still overestimates aerosol 
extinction but to a much lower extent compared to MATRIX, the difference is approximately a 
factor of 3. This discrepancy could be due to the fact that we use 2015 emissions to simulate the 
year 2016. In Central Africa, while MATRIX still overestimates aerosol extinction by 
approximately a factor of 1.5, MATRIX-VBS underestimates it, up to 3 km altitude, by 
approximately a third. It also interesting that with regard to aerosol population, aerosol extinction 
is dominated by OCC and BOC populations in MATRIX, whereas in MATRIX-VBS, the aerosol 
extinction from OCC population is almost negligible and only the BOC population dominates. 
This hints at the effect of aerosol composition on AOD as well. 
There is one AERONET station inside or near each of the examined regions shown in 
Figure 4.4.7, one is Ascension Island (8˚S, 14.5˚W) off the coast of Africa, outside the boxed 
region in Central Africa, whose primary organic aerosol source is biomass burning from the Congo 
Basin, and the other is Bonanza Creek in the boreal forest biome of Central Alaska (64.74˚N, 
148.32˚W), inside the boxed region in Alaska, whose primary organic aerosol source is boreal 
forest fires.  
 





Figure 4.4.7 Difference in total annual clear sky AOD between the two models, showing green 
boxes over regions studied for CALIPSO and yellow circles over AERONET stations Bonanza 
Creek in Alaska and Ascension Island off the coast of Central Africa. 
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Figure 4.4.8 Height profile plots of aerosol extinction from CALIPSO and the two models. 
The time series of AOD from both models, MODIS, CALIPSO, and AERONET in both 
stations are shown in Figure 4.4.9. For Ascension Island, both models generally agree well with 
measurements, except for the month of August, when MATRIX is on the high end of observations 
range, and MATRIX-VBS is underestimating AOD compared to measurements. For Bonanza 




Creek, both models overestimate AOD from May until August, with MATRIX peaking at 1.0 and 
MATRIX-VBS peaking at 0.3, whereas measurements stayed under 0.1. 
 
Figure 4.4.9 Time series of AOD from AERONET stations Ascension Island and Bonanza Creek 
for MATRIX, MATRIX-VBS, MODIS, CALIPSO, AERONET. 
To understand the difference, we examined the mass, number, and size in these two stations. 
For Ascension Island, the summer mass concentration can be compared to ATom-1, in Figure 4.1.6 
(for 30˚S-EQ band over the Atlantic). MATRIX does well when compared to measurement 
whereas MATRIX-VBS overestimates the mass concentration, with a peak that overestimates 
more than double the peak measured concentration. For Bonanza Creek, we can refer to Figure 
4.1.6 (for 60˚N-90˚N band over 120˚W) and see that both models underestimate mass 
concentration aloft, with MATRIX-VBS higher than MATRIX and performing better compared 
to measurement. Shown in Figure 4.4.10 is the size distribution for the two stations. There are 
more, but smaller particles in MATRIX-VBS compared to those in MATRIX in both cases. This 
could mean that even though there are higher mass concentration and number concentration in 
MATRIX-VBS for both locations, they lead to lower AOD in the model. What really determined 
AOD could be the size and the composition of the particles. There are smaller particles in 
MATRIX-VBS, and from the comparisons with the CALIPSO profiles we can see that the 




controlling aerosol population for aerosol extinction changed from OCC and BOC in MATRIX to 
just BOC in MATRIX-VBS. 
 
Figure 4.4.10 Size distributions of near surface aerosols in Ascension Island and Bonanza Creek 
for MATRIX-VBS (solid lines) and MATRIX (dashed lines). 
4.5 Conclusions 
The newly developed aerosol microphysics model MATRIX-VBS has been implemented 
in the Earth system model GISS ModelE. Its simulations of mass concentration, number 
concentration, activated aerosol number concentration and aerosol optical depth were compared 
to its original model version MATRIX and evaluated against aircraft and ground measurements 
and satellite retrievals.  
Results showed a generally similar spatial distribution of mass load for both models, but 
with different amounts. The difference in spatial distribution of organic aerosols is that those in 
MATRIX-VBS experienced longer transport and are more uniformly distributed, in other words, 
there are higher concentrations in MATRIX-VBS where low concentrations are calculated in 
MATRIX. There is also increased mass concentration aloft and decreased at the surface.  
For the summer month of August, the difference in mass load between the two models is 
very similar to the that of the annual mean. Compared to the summer ATom measurements, both 




models agree well with measurements at the surface, but for most regions, the profiles aloft do not 
match very well for both models, mostly underestimate organic aerosol mass concentration. A few 
regions capture the vertical profiles well, such as mid-latitudes over the Continental United States 
and low latitudes over the Atlantic Ocean. Both models do not capture the vertical profiles at high 
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere well, even though we understand the increase in mass 
concentration observed there for MATRIX-VBS. However, it is possible that mass-based emission 
factor and its distribution among different volatility bins may not be applicable in all regions, thus 
affecting organic aerosol lifetime in the atmosphere and its transport. It is also somewhat 
unexpected that there are higher than modeled mass concentrations over the Southern Pacific 
Ocean, since it is so remote and far from the source regions. However, it could be because our 
model does not have oceanic OA sources, which leads to an underestimation of OA concentration. 
In contrast, for the winter month of February, the difference in mass load between the two models 
are the opposite of that in the summer month and the annual mean due to season change, which 
affect emissions and organic volatility. Compared against winter ATom measurements, both 
models still generally underestimate the organic aerosol mass concentration, especially over the 
oceans.  
 As for number concentration and activated number concentration, results are in good 
agreement with our previous studies - there is higher aerosol number concentration in organic-
containing aerosol populations in MATRIX-VBS as compared to that in MATRIX, and generally 
lower activated number concentration in MATRIX-VBS with a few exceptional regions such as 
the highly polluted China. As discussed in our previous study, activated number concentration 
depends on number concentration as well as size, which will be included in future work.  
Lastly, comparisons of AOD showed lower AOD in MATRIX-VBS as compared to 
MATRIX. Both models overestimate AOD over source regions compared to AERONET and 




MODIS data, which can be caused by underestimation of thick plumes by satellite products. Both 
models also do not compare well against AERONET data in the winter (DJF). By comparing the 
AOD vertical profiles in two biomass regions against CALIPSO data, we learned that both models 
perform well expect for the month of July. Results from two remote locations in boreal Alaska and 
Ascension Island show that there is an increased number of particles and a decrease in their sizes 
in MATRIX-VBS as compared to MATRIX. So for the two locations, we found increased mass 
and number concentration as well as decreased particle size in MATRIX-VBS and lower AOD. 
Additionally, composition of the particles plays a role in this change too, from the comparisons 
with the CALIPSO vertical profiles, we found a shift of dominating aerosol population for aerosol 
extinction from OCC and BOC in the original model to only BOC in the new model, which need 
to be considered further to improve our understanding of the impact of composition on AOD and 
climate forcing. 
Nevertheless, more questions and challenges remain. This study showed that compared to 
observations, MATRIX-VBS is not performing as well as MATRIX does. MATRIX-VBS is 
missing or underestimating biomass burning in the Amazon and Congo basins, which could be due 
to their smaller sized particles and change in aerosol composition or even emissions, which will 
be further explored in future studies. It is also worth exploring the volatility distribution for organic 
aerosol emissions, perhaps the mass-based emission factors are not valid globally for all air mass 
types and climate zones. Additionally, particle size distribution needs to be fully evaluated for 
MATRIX-VBS because, as shown in this study, it affects not only activated number concentration 
but also AOD, both of which influence our climate. Finally, one major challenge of the organic 
aerosol evaluation is the lack of measurements available over regions of significant interest, which 
are usually in the remote parts of the world. Additional future field campaigns in these regions will 




















Summary and future work 
A new model, MATRIX-VBS, was developed by implementing organic aerosol volatility 
calculations in an aerosol microphysics model in a box model framework. Results from four test 
cases in different environments showed the impact of semi-volatile organics on the mixing state, 
mass concentration and size distribution. The number concentrations for organic-containing 
aerosol populations have increased in the new model, and aerosol sizes have decreased. 
A suite of Monte-Carlo simulations was performed to create a range of meteorological and 
environmental conditions found in the atmosphere. Results showed that by including semi-volatile 
organics, there is lower activated particle number concentration in the new scheme compared to 
that in the original scheme MATRIX, except in environments with low cloud updrafts, in clean 
regions at above freezing temperatures, and in polluted regions at high temperature (310 K) and 
extremely low humidity conditions. For particle activation, both MATRIX and MATRIX-VBS 
use the Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) scheme, which calculates the activated particle number 
concentrations from the chemically resolved number concentrations using Köhler Theory, yet the 
two models simulate different aerosol number concentration and particle sizes, which would 
ultimately decide how many particles could activate under certain conditions. 
Next, MATRIX-VBS was implemented into the global model, and we examined the mass, 
number, and activated particle number concentrations in the two models, also comparing them 
against limited available measurements, which include organic aerosol mass concentration data 




from aircraft campaign ATom (Atmospheric Tomography Mission), and aerosol optical depth data 
from ground measurement stations from AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network), and satellite 
retrievals from MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and CALIPSO (Cloud-
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations).  
On the global scale, conclusions drawn from simulated mass, number, and activated 
number concentrations are consistent with those from the box model. MATRIX-VBS has a more 
wide-spread spatial distribution of organic aerosol load as well as higher mass concentration aloft 
and lower concentration at the surface as compared to MATRIX. Aircraft measurements showed 
higher mass concentration, which means the models are still underestimating organics in many 
regions, especially at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and remote Southern Pacific 
Ocean. As in the box model, activated number concentrations are lower in MATRIX-VBS as 
compared to that for MATRIX, except for regions such as highly polluted eastern China. 
MATRIX-VBS has generally lower AOD compared to MATRIX, which can be due to the 
decreased particle sizes and changed aerosol composition.  Both models overestimate AOD 
compared to ground measurement and satellite retrievals in near source regions, and they 
underestimate AOD in the winter (DJF) according to ground measurements from AERONET 
stations. MATRIX-VBS also underestimate AOD over the Amazon and Congo basin biomass 
burning regions. Comparisons of vertical profiles against CALIPSO showed generally good 
agreements, except for the July month. Overall, MATRIX-VBS moved further away from 
observations than MATRIX. 
Evaluation against measurements has its challenges. While there are increased efforts in 
new field campaigns and measurements, one critical challenge in the evaluation process remains 




in the limitations of measurements: the regions with the greatest unknowns and differences 
between model versions, such as the biomass burning plume in the Congo basin, measurements 
are not available, making it difficult to evaluate. This is also evident as discussed during the 
evaluation and inter-comparison of organic aerosol in global models by Tsigaridis et al. (2014). 
Therefore, additional field campaigns in remote regions mentioned in this study would be very 
helpful in our understanding of aerosols in the real world and evaluating model performance. 
From the initial evaluation of MATRIX-VBS against MATRIX and measurement, I found 
that results from the new model have not improved the representation of organic aerosols in the 
real world.  Nevertheless, the new aerosol scheme did help us better understand organic aerosol 
processes. Going forward, better representations of existing governing parameters and conditions 
are needed to improve the new scheme, which would affect aerosol mass, number, size and mixing 
state, thus influencing radiative forcing and the climate. Results from this study point to the need 
for more investigation on both particle microphysics and organic aerosol volatility. More 
specifically, we need to improve the representations of aerosol microphysics, particularly the 
particle size distribution, as well as the representation of organic aerosol volatility, specifically by 
including biogenic SOA volatility and adjusting the distribution of mass-based emission factors 
among volatility bins. 
As discussed throughout this study, size distribution is critical to aerosol microphysics and 
its impact on climate, since it directly links to aerosol optical properties and CCN concentrations. 
However, the problem exists in that there is currently no diameter threshold for aerosols to 
completely evaporate (decrease number concentration) when they become too small. This is 
potentially a problem when organics evaporate into extremely small sizes and remain in the model, 




which would produce the increased number concentration and smaller diameters that we see in our 
results. Whether what we see is realistic or not calls for comparison against measurements. 
Therefore, evaluating aerosol size distribution on the global scale is critical since it could possibly 
explain the decreased AOD in the new model as well as the behavior of activated cloud number 
concentration. Data from the ATom aircraft campaign as well from AMS (Aerosol Mass 
Spectrometry) ground station measurements could help us understand the evolution of particle size 
in the real world.  
Meanwhile, organic aerosol volatility needs further exploration in the model as well.  As 
shown in the global study, one key conclusion was that the inconsistency of model simulated 
organic aerosol mass concentration with measurements can be due to the volatility distribution for 
organic aerosol emissions. More specifically, mass-based emission factors we applied may not be 
valid globally. This calls for the possibility of implementing regional emission factors that have 
different volatility distribution for certain climate zones to better simulate organic aerosol 
emissions. Additionally, only organics of anthropogenic origin are semi-volatile in MATRIX-
VBS, biogenic SOA are still treated as non-volatile and are produced with a constant yield from 
terpenes emissions. Since studies have shown that emissions of its precursors, namely BVOC such 
as isoprene and terpenes from vegetation dominate the global VOC source (Guenther et al., 2012), 
I would like to include biogenic SOA as semi-volatile and investigate how its addition could make 
an impact on climate. Lastly, with these improvements, it would be very interesting to simulate 
different future emission scenarios in MATRIX-VBS and investigate the climate impacts that 
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